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Russell

Cook

crussellcook7559@gmail.com

Mask mandate
masks
requirement

NO
Of course we should be required to wear masks to protect everyone we come in contact with. The governor is
correct in asking us to wear a mask when we go out. We need to help her help us in this terrible time we are
all faced with. Think about your fellow citizens.
I request that you follow the Governors directive to wear mask in public. We only have one life please help us
protect it.

Terrilene

Espinoza

tjr1211@aol.com

John

Mcintosh

Greg
Robert

Stewart
Adams

johnmcintoshderby@gmail.com Mask
Wearing health
gregstewart09@gmail.com
masks
Adamsrc1978@gmail.com
NO MASKS

Lisa

McIntosh

McIntosh529@gmail.com

Tim

Moore

Timmooremail@cox.net

Daniel
Barb

Boger
Mulcahey

d.l.boger@gmail.com
Barbmulcahey@cox.net

William

Skaer

wcskaer@aol.com

Masks

Please vote yes to wear masks!
No masks!
Masks should be made mandatory to be worn in public for the health and safety of our community. It is a
public health issue not a question of liberty or choices.

This Commission's previous abdication of responsibility in the name of ideology has already directly caused
increased infection and suffering. It is sometimes your duty to make decisions that are not universally popular.
You have been given a second chance not to be on the wrong side of a life and death issue. If you are going to
pretend to be a Board of Health, then act in the interest of public health, rather than short-term political fad.
Mandate masks The petulant children protesting masks today will be the first to turn on you when their friends and family start
without delay
getting ill. Do your job— mandates masks everywhere. The virus doesn’t care about your ridiculous dogma.
Requiring masks to be worn in all public areas is the simplest and most effective way to keep Sedgwick county
residents safe and keep the economy moving. Data has shown that areas that have mask requirements the
Mask
rates of COVID infections have gone down or stayed flat as they have re-opened, but areas that have not
mandated this have had huge increases in COVID -19.
requirement
Masks
MAKE MASKS MANDATORY!!!!
I was on the Wichita/Sedgwick County Board of Health for a decade when it really was a board of health
Mandatory mask professionals. Listen to the health professionals and make wearing a mask when out in the public arena
order
compulsory. You will save many lives, maybe even your own.

Debra

Masterson

wersandd@sbcglobal.net

Masks

We are not a communist country. Gov Kelly does not have authority to ORDER us to wear mask. Tired of her
trying to push her powers beyond the constitution!! NO MASKS!!!!! NO MORE CONTROL TACTICS BY KELLY!!!!
Kansas does not want another hitler! Would love to see her removed from office

Susan

Rosell

Susan.rosell.1962@gmail.com

Masks

Yes we need to wear masks!

Kaitlin

Boger

Kaitlinwalmsley@gmail.com

William

Brittendall

druidbros@gmail.com

Mask wearing- Please mandate mask wearing for the health of our community and businesses. As a community member, I will
please mandate vote for public officials including commissioners who support our community being healthy.
PLEASE pass an order requiring masks. Not doing so is irresponsible for our residents. It's for the public
Madks
welfare.

Teresa

Christner

trchristner0107@yahoo.com

Masks please

Please make masks a requirement for the sake of people like my 5 year old daughter. She was recently
diagnosed with Type 1 Diabetes which makes her much mor susceptible to serious complications from COVID19. Everytime I go to the store, I wear a mask, but I encounter countless people who do not, and every single
one of them is a risk to my daughter's health, and possibly her life. It may not be comfortable to wear a mask,
but it just might save a life. You never know what is going on at home when you encounter someone out in
public. I will leave my comment with a quote from JFK. "Ask not what your country can do for you. Ask what
you can do for your country."

David

Gregory

dgregory@starlumber.com

Face Mask
Mandate

Natalie

Aramburu

Naramburu98@gmail.com

Masks

Malissa

Long

malissalongwilson@gmail.com

Wear a mask

Please do not override the Governor's orders. I know 9 people with confirmed Covid-19 and a former Barton
County Commissioner who has passed way from COVID-19. Let the Governors' order stand
I'm a teacher. We need to have students in school. That isn't going to happen if this gets worse. Masks have
proven to decrease the spread of the virus. This isn't about individual rights any more. It needs to be for the
greater good. I have experience in the medical field where I wore a mask most of my shift. It is vital to our
economy that kids be in school so parents can work. Make the best decision for our kids. Make masks
mandatory. We can't keep acting on the faith that everyone will do the right thing. That's proven to not be
true.
Please, protect me and all of your immune compromised constituents. Please, take the recommendations of
heath experts seriously. http://med.stanford.edu/news/all-news/2020/06/stanford-scientists-contribute-towho-mask-guidelines.html

Regarding
wearing of
masks

I do not support the mandate to wear masks. Being an asthmatic makes it particularly hard, for me, to wear
one. It restricts my natural ability to breathe and causes me great discomfort and distress. I can't quite explain
to you what it feels like. All I can say is, a few seconds after I put it on, I take it right back off again, because it
feels weighty ...heavy, like I'm breathing for two people. Please consider asthmatics, and other with breathing
problems, in your decision. Thank you.

Paula

Simon

paula84922@gmail.com

Joey

Hogan

joey_hogan@hotmail.com

Mask Mandate

Stephanie

Tovell

Stove037@gmail.com

Cheryl

Bannon

Lcbannon@cox.net

Mask mandate
Endorse Gov
Mask mandate

Kristina

Zerger

kristinazerger@yahoo.com

No Masks

As a citizen of Sedgwick County, I believe it is of the utmost importance that you stand behind Governor Kelly’s
mask mandate. If you truly care for the citizens of this state’s health and well-being masks will be mandatory. I
believe if masks are not made mandatory it will have great negative affects on business in Sedgwick County. If
there is any sort of outbreak in a business they will be forced to shut down until everyone working there is no
longer sick. If we look to other states, we can see that our hospitals will be overrun and understaffed without a
mask mandate. Please show that you care for the people of Sedgwick County and support it.
Please vote on favor of mandatory masks in public. My daughter has a heart defect as well as asthma. Normal
colds land her in the hospital, so I don't want to see what Covid-19 would do to her. Please protect our fragile
kids! Masks save lives.
Please endorse the Mask Mandate. It’s Economic and safety.
I believe that we should not be required to wear masks. There are much bigger concerns that our amazing
police force should handle first. To not wear a mask is a freedom I didn’t know I’d ever have to fight for. Also...
COVID-19 has been “handled” against everything we have learned from immunology. When one hog gets sick
with a virus/disease. You purposely infect everyone. Quarantining yourself only weakens your immune system.
Using hand sanitizers kills both good and bad bacteria. The reason we have functioning immune systems is
because we have exposed ourselves to bacteria/disease/viruses/etc.

Kathy

Allie

Randal

Feigeles

Kathlynrandall@gmail.com

afeigeles1@gmail.com

Mask mandate

Please support
Laura Kelly’s
Mask Mandate

We need a mask mandate in Sedgwick county. I hate govt restrictions in general, but people have shown that
guidance isn’t enough to change their behavior. Our numbers are going higher and higher. People will
complain but Todd the most part will comply, even knowing there is no enforcement. Leadership matters.
O’Donnel your district’s numbers are rising faster than others, please help them out.
I’m asking as a concerned Sedgwick County citizen that you enforce masks in public spaces. As an essential
worker it is nerve-wracking to know I could be infected at work by people who are not wearing masks, even
though I’m required to wear one at work. It is unfair to expect essential workers to wear masks for shifts but
not enforce this same expectation for people who visit public spaces. As Sedgwick County cases continue to
rise, it is imperative that masks are worn to slow this spread back down.
Forgive me if this is a repeat. I am a small business owner in Old Town. I am strongly in favor of Governor
Kelly's mask mandate and would love for it to be enforced. Putting the onus on business owners is wrong, it
should be mandated. Masks will save lives and save the economy.
Gov.Kelly is not basing her executive order on science, reason, law or advice from medical experts. Don't
enforce such a "mandatum"!
Please don't do the mask mandate

Valerie

Reimers

lucindas@cox.net

Leah
Hailey

Miller
Stolz

elberethlkm@gmail.com
Rosieposie9753@gmail.com

Mask
requirement
Gov. Kelly's
Mask Mandate
Mandate

Andrea

Anglin

Andreaanglin@ymail.com

Mask Mandate

Please vote to uphold the mask mandate. If you care about keeping the economy open, we must slow the
spread of this virus. Nobody wants to wear the masks but it’s necessary. Thank you for your time.

Belyndae

Johanningsmeier

lindasue_03@hotmail.com

COVID 19

Please support the majority of residents who want to wear a mask. Allow us to keep social distance. We want
continue to support our local businesses in a safe environment but take care of each other.

austinjsphotography@gmail.co
m

Hello, my name is Austin Shaw. I have strong opinions about the masks. I have don’t s lot fo research into it
and made an academic decision. The masks do not do anything. It is actually doing worse. Everyone most of
the day sitting there positioning and touching the mask. So they’re getting a lot of stuff on their mask. And the
ones that aren’t that great they’re actually blowing it on to other people and just creating more of a mess. Also
the message actually good at keeping things in and out we’re actually doing more harm. Is actually trapping the
Masks shouldn’t CO2 you exhale inside the mask. In return actually breathing in CO2 which you shouldn’t do. Why the masks
be requires
are a problem for me because a lot of people don’t know what’s actually happening.

Austin

Shaw

Sharon

ONeill

soneill14@cox.net

Vonda
mauree

Schuster
saad

Vschuster@cox.net
mauree1996@yahoo.com

Kelly

Steadman

socrfn2@gmail.com

Responsible leadership requires you to have the community wear face masks while in public. It is the best way
to help local businesses stay open. Have you noticed the local restaurants that have closed for at least 2 weeks
due to an employee being positive for COVID? Sedgwick County residents lives are at risk here. I speak as one
who is at high risk and my husband is high risk as well. I would hope that you are your family members do not
face masks and have to be infected prior to you taking this risk seriously. We will be watching carefully and this will be a
COVID
deciding factor for us when you are up for reelection.
I am baffled by the decision today, to ignore the Governor’s mask ordinance. This goes against common sense
Mask Ordinance and general decency. Our hospitals are overflowing! This is not acceptable!
masks
Do Not need to be mandatory.

Kansas Mask
Mandate

I completely agree with Governor Kelly’s Mask Mandate for the state of Kansas. I believe that this needs to be
enforceable by local law enforcement where tickets should be issued for non compliance. People need to stop
being selfish and only thinking about themselves so we don’t end up having another lockdown!

Jennifer
Jamie

Talkington Sy
Stolz

jenandthepugs@yahoo.com
dandjstolz@gmail.com

Judy
Nancy

Vanlandingham
Falkner

Judyvanlandingham@gmail.com Mask mandate
Njfalkner@att.net
Masks

Megan

Smith

masmith227@gmail.com

Wear Masks

Rannfrid
Jeralyn

Thelle
Johnson

rannfrid.thelle@gmail.com
jjohnson@filter-tech.com

Masks
covid mask

Dawn

Knoll

shatterthatglass68@gmail.com

Face masks

Kathleen

Allee

katfrancesallee@gmail.com

Support for
Masks!

Please make wearing face masks a requirement when in public.
I am in support of the order Governor Laura Kelly put into place, and/or the recommendations made by Dr.
Minns (to limit businesses to 50% capacity, support masks, and stop multi state sports tournaments - namely
with states that are current or projected hot spots)

Mask Mandate

Your stance of strongly encouraging people to social distance and wear a mask has done nothing to improve
the situation. All the science and health experts state that if everyone would wear a mask when social
distancing isn’t possible, this virus rampage could be greatly curtailed. Too many people think that wearing a
mask is only about themselves. Businesses need your support of the mask mandate to give them cover for
requiring one in their place of business in order to protect their employees.

Debbie

Maltbie

Damaltbie@cox.net

Amy

Draut

amyddraut@gmail.com

Nikki

Inman

inmanwn@gmail.com

Facemasks
Mask mandate

Why did Mike O'Donnell delete his survey about facemasks? Was it because he doesn't want to see what his
constituents think? Over 60% were in favor of Gov.Kelly's order. Face masks help us keep businesses open.
Please protect our freedoms and take action AGAINST the mandate!
I think Sedgwick county should absolutely enforce the mandate from Governor Kelly. We should all be wearing
masks in public to protect others and slow the spread of Covid-19. This is our best defense especially when we
are unable to socially distance by 6ft. If we want our businesses to be able to stay open, we must put the
health of our community as a top priority. Otherwise our numbers will continue to increase and we will not
move be able to move forward.
I am in favor of all people wearing masks outside their homes for all residents
Kansas residents should absolutely be required to wear masks in public spaces. Please look around the world at
the measures being taken in countries that have faired better than our country. Wearing masks is the bare
minimum we can do.
Please take responsibility as community leaders and support the governor's mask requirement. Please model
this good behavior yourselves to save lives, as now GOP Senate leaders have also done. You, as Commissioners
can play a great role in serving as models in Wichita. Let's all do our part to keep our city safe and allow us to
move around and do business safely!
we don't need mask when we are outside biking and walking.

It is my belief that we owe it to our fellow citizens to enforce the wearing of masks in public to reduce the
spread of COVID-19 in our community. It is a very small ask to keep everyone safe and work toward ending the
spread of this disease at continual increased rates. The lack of leadership and response from the county
commissioners to the pandemic has been gravely disappointing. It is time to follow the science – masks work!
Sedgwick County There can be a balance to allow businesses to continue to operate if we start to communicate. Compromise is
Mask
the art of democracy and our county commission would do well to remember that, especially in
Enforcement
unprecedented times. Put the politics aside and protect your community.
I believe it is a small request to wear masks while in public and it should be implemented. I do not want the
Wearing masks economy to stop again and we should take actions to keep the economy going that are still in our control.
in Sedgwick
Wearing a mask is not going to cause someone to lose their job or die. Not wearing one might. Everyone needs
County
to do their part to get us back to the normal we all want.

Joanna

Hupp

Jlynnhupp77@gmail.com

I do not think that masks should be mandated. We have done a great job of minimizing this virus without
mandatory mask usage. You risk vilifying people who have a medical condition where a mask would
jeopardize their health. There’s enough hostility going around right now. I respectfully ask you to override the
overreach and abuse of power. Please protect our rights. Masks make communication difficult and near
Governor’s mask impossible for the deaf and hard of hearing who rely on being able to read lips to navigate life. Thank you for
order
your consideration.

G.R

Glennie

g.glennie@yahoo.com

Mask

scott.d.leonard@gmail.com

This is a perfect opportunity for the Sedgwick County Board of County Commissioners to actually work for us.
Do not overrule, limit, make exceptions for, or otherwise change Gov. Kelly's Executive Order's provisions.
Executive Order Mandatory mask wearing has been shown to be effective. The choice here is: A) Be a little uncomfortable for
#20-52
a few months, or B) Watch more friends and family get sick and potentially die

Bhansen4973@gmail.com

Masks being
required

harrisonred@yahoo.com

Please follow the guidelines of Gov. Kelly’s order on requiring masks, and please enforce it. We can all endure
the mask in order to slow/ stop the spread of this virus. Without concerted effort of the public, and of their
The question of elected officials, we are liable to continue this see -saw effect long into fall. Even for those who contract the
masks
disease and survive, the consequences are devastating. There is no need for our population to experience this.

Scott

Brook

Theresa

Laura
Monica

April

Karen

Leonard

Hansen

Harrison

Quaney
Coultis

Morgan

Gale

If forced to wear a mask stores will see a big drop in customers and that’s a drop in tax money for the city.

I understand and do agree with masks being required in public. However, without having some sort of
repercussion if you're not wearing one, why are we saying it's mandatory? Why can't it be actually enforced?

lmquaney@shockers.wichita.ed
u
Mask Mandate
monica.coultis@gmail.com
Mask

Upon hearing the news of the mask mandate, I experienced a sense of relief that individual business and
individual employees will no longer be tasked with enforcing masking in order to protect themselves and
surround people. This is the right move for the safety and healthy of our citizens and our economy. However,
this is dependent upon local governing bodies prioritizing, emphasizing, and enforcing the mask mandate, I
implore you to take this seriously and to promptly make it clear to local citizens that this mandate will be
upheld to the highest degree possible. At the very least endorse it so your local businesses will not be scorned
for trying to protect their employees and their communities.
No Mask Outside

aprilmorgan1982@gmail.com

Mask Mandate

Sedgwick County needs to require face masks in public in order for our community to be unified in our
pandemic response. It has now been proven what happens when safety is left up to the citizens. We are about
4 weeks out from the governor lifting the mandatory phased reopening plan. With Sedgwick County voting to
ignore the governor's guidance on how to reopen safely, we now have an infection rate double that of the rest
of the state. Clearly, citizens cannot be trusted to make the right decision about the health of their community.
Wearing face masks in public will not effect the economy negatively, so I cannot see any reason why the
mandate would not be passed. We are in a unique position to flatten the curve IF we act as a united front.

Masks

Masks are not a political position, they are a public health position. Today I watched a garage sale across the
street, hosted by three families, I think. They were not masked, and the several times I glanced out the
window, their customers were not either. I want to be safe, and I want my family safe. I want enough capacity
at the hospital that if you are in a serious car wreck tonight, there will be an empty bed for you at the hospital.
If individuals do not understand public health and science, we must rely on you to do what is right. Please
support masks when out in public- this includes inside businesses.

kcgale@cox.net

Peterson

mosartoriginal@gmail.com

Jill

Grier

kingdommindedmoms@gmail.c No Mandatory
om
Masks

Jessica

Olson

Beanswillmate@gmail.com

Ashley

Rosell

Ashv1997@gmail.com

Maureen

Dan

Schuster

gurgi4@cox.net

James

Spencer

jim.spencer@sbcglobal.net

Masks

Mask
I support the
mask mandate

Dakan

Dakan91@gmail.com

Require Masks

James

Quiring

jquiring@ur.com

No mask

Alexander

Mslachelle06@gmail.com

Candice
Samantha

Sullivan
Haughton

clyunker1990@hotmail.com
Samluvspats11@gmail.com

Kathy

Kryzer

Kkryzer@cox.net

Michelle
Samantha

Soukup
Paulsen

michellelee30@att.net
samanthanp82@gmail.com

Stand against Governor Kelly's governmental overreach. It's not your job to protect my health. That's my job.
Your job is to protect my liberty. I will not comply with the systematic dismantling of our Constitutional liberty.
My coworker at Comcare died of Covid-19. I think it's a good idea as cases rise once again to require mask be
worn in public. It certainly can't hurt! Do not fight Governor Kelly's mandate! If you don't want to go back into
business having to close require mask. It's a really simple thing to do! Show you care about your constituents.
And Odonnell we saw your Poll! It was as 62% in favor of Kelly's mandate, you cant hide that you made a poll.
We have screen shots.
I support the mask mandate

I am writing to encourage you to vote in favor of Gov Kelly’s mask ordinance. Wearing a mask in public is a
minor inconvenience in favor of better safety precautions. It is also a better option than another shut down
Mask Ordinance and will help, I feel, with the ability for school to happen this fall (as normally as possible).
I opposed the governor's EO regarding mandatory masks. Citizens should be encouraged to wear masks but
Masks
should not be punished if they don't. Please use your authority to override the EO.

Elizabeth

Renee

If masks are mandated we’ll take our business to the counties who opt out. Masks outside is asinine. Personal
choice and responsibility should be the norm. Why aren’t we hearing from the thousands of survivors? FEW
people even need hospitalization if they have it. The antibody studies in NC shows that Yo to 1 in 10 people
have had it and never knew it . How you seen the data pointing to the virus weakening to survive, like viruses
typically do? Is anyone doing their own research or just laying all OUR eggs in one basket of few “experts”? You
all should be embarrassed for the unnecessary fear you’ve caused in so many as well as the divisiveness by
encouraging protest and hindering the celebration of our great country.

I wholeheartedly support requiring everyone, who is able to do so, to wear masks when out in public - in all
indoor spaces and in those outdoor spaces where staying at least six feet apart s not practical.
We the people that voted you in do not want the mask requirement. Do not allow us to be sheep remember
my body my choice.

As a nurse and with current state of COVID-19 and the increasing cases, I strongly believe residence should be
Require Face
held accountable and mandated to wear masks. The rule is “Click it or ticket” whe it comes to seat belts. It was
Masks in
a law put in place to protect the public. Wearing masks should work the same way. Force people to protect
Sedgwick County themselves even when they can’t see how why they should.
Please keep masks mandatory. Facts are facts. Please rely on medical professionals and scientists opinions
instead of political agendas or emotions. Masks help reduce the risk of spreading COVID-19. We need to do
Keep Masks
whatever is necessary to protect our community. More importantly, it is your duty to protect our community.
Mandatory
Please make masks mandatory.
Mask mandate Please enforce and keep the governors mask mandate
I fully support requiring the use of face coverings in public places when social distancing cannot be
accomplished. This action will help our community stay healthy and keep businesses from having to close
again. I'm counting on our leaders to step up and make these difficult decisions, popular or not, and to lead by
Face coverings good example.
Agree to mask
mandate
Please keep our governors mask mandate in place for the public safety of Sedgwick County.
MASKS
No to Masks, social distancing is sufficient

Sherman

Lucy
Keely

Orr

Hesse
Hosmann

Please use real science when it comes to masks and stopping the spread of covid. The peer reviewed articles
plainly state it doesn't stop the spread of inlfuenza (covid). We are only dividing our county with these
measures. Our economy, schools and localities will only continue to decline without most folks getting and
overcoming the disease. Please use science not hearsay.

Sorr1@aol.com

Covid

lucy.hesse@gmail.com
Keely.hosmann@gmail.com

It is important to keep the residents of our counties’ communities healthy, slow the spread of COVID-19, and
keep our economy functioning. Data from the CDC, WHO, and other reputable organizations indicate that using
facial coverings are one of the biggest factors in slowing respiratory transmission of this serious illness. As
many of our county’s residents have returned to work, it is essential that we take this extra precaution to avoid
a critical overload of our healthcare system here in Wichita. Please order the wearing of masks in public spaces
Mandatory Mask until there is evidence of elimination of community spread. It will lead to better health outcomes for residents,
Order
as well as preserve our county’s economy.
Face Masks
I feel that Sedgwick County should require face masks to help limit the spread of COVID-19.

Samantha

Raulsten

mask
Samantha.raulsten@gmail.com enforcement

Elaine

Mullennax

elainemullennax@gmail.com

Masks

Laurie

Pivonka

Laurieindra@gmail.com

Masking for
public health

Jess

Riopel

jess@tracyelectricinc.com

Masks

Virginia

Mitchell

ginnyrae37@hotmail.com

Face masks

Candy

Adams

Adams.candy@rocketmail.com

AGAINST face
mask mandate
by Kelly

Troy

Fischer

troyfischer@swbell.net

Wear Masks!

Yesterday (7/1/20) we were at roughly the same amount of positive covid cases we were at the last peak that
occurred during the "shutdown." We (the county, and thereby all but one commissioner) are currently "open
for business" as usual blindly (gleefully, even) disregarding the rampant spread of the virus. The only thing
standing between people and the virus, if people refuse to stay home for NON-ESSENTIAL outings, IS WEARING
A MASK AND ENFORCING IT! Honestly, we should be shut down again to essential only and require masks
when we HAVE to go out. An unenforced mask mandate is about as useful as busted condom. Funny how
Republican pro-lifers don't care about "the sanctity of life" if saving it makes their face hot and itchy.
Please enforce the mask order!!!
We need mandatory masks in Sedgwick County. I am a registered nurse. I have seen the severity of this
disease up close. Many of the patients I have interacted with have eventually succumbed to the illness.
Wearing masks has been shown to prevent transmission of the illness and can save many families unspeakable
heartbreak. Not to mention the physical and monetary costs of severe illness.
My family and I will not comply with the state mask mandate. I wear a mask because my job requires it but to
wear it in public in all areas is not good for the economy. People will stop going to restaurants, bars, or other
places. If people want to wear masks, they can but we cannot make people. There is no law that says this is
remotely legal
Please vote AGAINST Gov Kelly’s mandate to require face masks! It is unconstitutional, the masks ( especially
cloth ones) are useless to prevent virus from spreading, and the whole fiasco is about nothing but her trying to
exercise unconstitutional control and push her liberal agenda of control and liberalism. We are so tired of all
the lies, fraud and outright unconstitutionality of it all!
I am not convinced that wearing a mask will stop the spread of Covid. This disease is like any other virus. I will
do as always and practice cleanliness and not going to work when not feeling well. We are responsible adults
and can make up our own mind if we choose to wear a mask or stay sheltered or get a vaccine when ever that
happens. Sedgwick County should oppose this mandate. Many will be shopping in closer counties to avoid
being forced to wear a mask.
There is no reason Sedgwick county should not follow the mandate to wear masks. Yes we want to keep the
economy opening up. Yes, masks help. Listen to health professionals. More precautions can only be a good
thing. Do the right thing!

Melanie

Shurden

mshurden@cox.net

Carrie

Rosell

Crosell0308@gmail.com

Janice

Bradley

janbrad89@yahoo.com

We citizens of Kansas have the means and methods of slowing the spread of the virus in our hands. Wear
masks, socially distance, wash hands and stay home unless you must go out. For the health of all, I implore
those in power to proclaim these scientific facts to protect as many people as possible. Or, admit you are a
political hack and a science denier and have no regard for the well-being of Kansans. There is no in between.
Masks
The guidelines are simple. Masks, social distancing and hand washing. Is that so hard?
Agree with Mask Until we have a turnaround time of less than 24 hours for all covid testing, wearing a mask is important to
mandate
public health. I submitted my covid testing story via email for further explanation.
I am calling for the BOCC to fulfill its duty to protect public health and stop obstructing the fight to stop the
fighting
spread of this dangerous virus. Please listen to the governor and do not object to her requirement for masks in
skyrocketing
public. Commissioner O'Donnell created a poll on facebook about the mask. It had hours left when he took it
Covid-19
down bc it was 60+% for masks and 38+% against. What an embarrassment. MASKS MUST BE REQUIRED IN
increases
PUBLIC PLACES.

Debbie
Kathy

Schmidt
Reitmeyer

Schmidt.deb@cox.net
kreitmeyer@msi-group.com

Mask wearing
face masks

Nikki

Dennis

dennisnm@cox.net

Mask
requirement

Jason

Welch

Jasonwelch1945@gmail.com

Mask

Cathy

Bull

Willowgoddesscb54@yahoo.co
m

Doug

Ledbetter

Gov. Kelly’s
mandate on
masks
Mask
Dougledbetter22@hotmail.com requirement

Deborah

Mcdaniel

Mcdanield256@gmail.com

Clarissa

Jeter

Clarissajeter@gmail.com

Alexandria

Harrison

Awalk0625@yahoo.com

Do we have to keep relearning the same hard lessons? I am from Harvey county,but considered part of the
larger metro area. Mask wearing is the only thing we have now to protect us! The best way to quick recovery is
to make this area healthy so that we can SAFELY move forward. PLEASE drop partisan politics and do what is in
the best interest of all people and enforce/encourage the use of masks.
no face masks if outside in an open area (walking, biking)
Really disappointed in chairman O’Donnell deleing his poll he posted on Facebook because the voting didn’t
turn out in his favor. It’s clear the majority are in favor of the governors orders. I hope each member will
actually listen to what their constituents are wanting and not go against the governor simply because of her
political party affiliation.
Do not enforce the governors orders. We do not need to be muzzled for our own safety. We are not mindless
creatures. If people are scared that is ok and let them wear them. The scared do not dictate what to do. Stand
for personal choices now!
I respect Gov. Kelly’s mandate on wearing masks because we can’t afford to take a step back with our health
and economy. To vote against this is nothing more than a political stance that is geared up to place their
constituents in danger. I will be watching to see who votes against this and will remember come their election
time.
I support masks worn by all as the best way to prevent another shutdown that would dramatically harm our
local businesses. Please keep the mask order in place.

Governor Kelly’s
executive order
requiring masks
As a eetired healthcare worker, I respectfully request the commisioners vote to adopt the givernor’s executive
to be worn in
public
order. Masks will help prevent more deaths and assist hospitals with their ICU bed managementThank you
I support Governor Kelly’s order regarding masks as well as following her other orders. As a voter, taxpayer and
Mask
citizen I am fearful of what may happen to the city I love if we do not follow these requirements that are
requirements
proven to work against the spread of Covid-19. Thank you
I am in agreement with the masks and with limits like they do in restaurants for now while the increase is
taking place. It will help the kids be ready for school too since I have heard talk that they will have to wear
Masks and limits them in school.

Corey

Debbi

Elizabeth

Deb

Boen

Donovan

Murach

Shevlin

Masks

Not in favor of a requirement to wear masks. Inform and advise to the best of abilities, but I think we should
let people decide how best to protect themselves.

donovandebbi@gmail.com

Mask mandate

I strongly disagree with making masks mandatory. I believe it puts business at risk of having to be the mask
police and further harming our economic conditions. I believe this is a personal choice to be made individually
and mandating it puts us into groups of masks/no masks creating another forum for division. Also puts law
enforcement in a very difficult situation and they need our support right now not another thankless job to do.
So I am AGAINST Executive Order #20-52 and urge commissioners to decide to not keep this order. Thanks.

dontplayme94@gmail.com

I would request, along with the majority of Sedgwick County residents, that Governor Kelly’s mask order be
passed. None of you must know what it is to be immuno-compromised or have an underlying health condition,
Masks for public nor what it means to have any genuine concern about the health of the people in this city and county. For
safety
once, be true Christians. Be your brothers’ and sisters’ keepers.

dashevlin@icloud.com

Embrace,
endorse, model,
or support mask If you purchase a cooler expecting people to die, then there is absolutely no excuse for not prompting the use
wearing
of masks.

coreyboen77@gmail.com

Renee
Carmen

Eberle
Moravec

re5string@gmail.com
cmsarch33@gmail.com

Jan

Doran

Jdoran727@gmail.com

Nicole

Ragsdale

neragsdale@gmail.com

Tonya

Kieffer

Tonyakieffer@gmail.com

Mary

Doesken

mbd55@hotmail.com

Kelsey

Frobisher

kelsey.pacrim@gmail.com

Masks and social
distancing
I fully support Gov. Kelly's recommendations for wearing masks and enforcing social distancing.
Masks
Not in favor
Even before the CDC issued their recommendation to wear face coverings, I pulled out my sewing machines
and began making masks. I’ve made over 500 now. With the governor’s recent announcement, requests are
again pouring in. Please make this a mandate here in Kansas. All indications from other countries that
mandated masks or their citizenry voluntarily wear indicates these masks help slow the spread. Please. Your
leadership on this issue is critical. Most people will wear them if you do this mandate. More than are currently
wearing will do so. It can’t hurt. It can only help slow down this virus which could mean we can avoid more
Masks
drastic measures.
Covid-19 Mask Hello, I am sending this in hopes that Sedgwick County does NOT uphold Governor Kelly’s recent mask
Mandate
mandate for the state. Thank you for your time.

Mask mandate
Enforcing
Wearing of
Masks

Mask Mandate

I have been wearing a mask and will continue to do so. I wear a mask to protect others and their loved ones. I
wish more people would care enough about my health and my family's health to wear a mask in public. Please
approve this for the future wellbeing of our communities and loved ones.

Wearing of masks should be enforced or at least not advertised as not enforcing.
Please support the statewide mask mandate in our county. I sincerely believe it is a reasonable measure that is
the best way to support both public health and our businesses. With masks, more people like me (young adults
with underlying health conditions) will be able to conduct life with relative normalcy--including frequenting
businesses that we've now been avoiding for months. These types of collective action problems are the very
reason a government exists. Please listen to the experts and do the right thing.

Leslie

Hicks

leslie_hicks@ymail.com

Rachel

Wetta

rachel.n.parr@gmail.com

Karen

Harris

kjmh@att.net

Melissa

Riopel

riopeljm@yahoo.com

Judy

Ledbetter

Judy.ledbetter22@gmail.com

Commissioners must recognize masks as the health/life issue it is; NOT as a tool to advance personal or
political views. You have a duty to set policy to protect the population. The Commission makes decisions
about health, sanitation, and safety regularly; why not now? Failure to support masks is ignoring this present
Executive Order dire crisis. Ignoring masks belittles the lives of essential workers. Masks cannot reasonably be seen as an
#20-52 Special injustice to personal rights any more than prohibiting drunk driving is an injustice to personal rights. Ability to
Meeting July 2, fight Covid-19 is limited; have the integrity and fortitude to support masks. Is risk to your personal politics
2020
more important than the lives of essential workers and the residents of Sedgwick County?
Mandatory masks in all public spaces will help protect our community. Our Covid numbers continue to rise
and that rise is not simply because we are testing more people. We nearly flattened the curve here in
Sedgwick County, and then we messed it up by opening too soon. We now have a chance to slow the spread
Mandatory
while also keeping our economy going. This is something every single one of you should support. Stop making
Masks
science partisan.

Mandatory
masks

Masks
Mask
Requirement

I am 100% for the requirement to wear a mask anywhere in public. Taking care to not harm others IS taking
care of yourself. ALL refusals to wear a mask are a political statement, NOT acceptance of a reasoned,
scientifically proven method to protect everyone, including yourself. People refusing to wear a mask would
put one on instantly and leave it on for hours to protect themselves if a poisoned gas were around. Refusal in
the case of Covid-19 is a political statement.
My family will not comply outside of work. This is infringement on our rights and as nonsensical as the rest of
the actions taken regarding this virus. Making restaurants comply for their customers will destroy them. We
won’t eat out and I don’t think most will. Stop the insanity and let people make personal decisions. If you want
to wear a mask then do but don’t force everyone to cover their mouths and noses that were never meant to be
covered.
I am in support of keeping the mask requirement in place. Please do so for the health of our county. Thank
you.
I honestly don’t think that it’s right to force people to wear masks if they don’t want to. In my in my case I
don’t like having anything on my face it freak out and I have a hard time breathing. On top of that what is the
point of wearing one if my children are to small to wear one cause by me wearing on won’t make a difference
between my kids and myself. If my kids get it they are going to give it to me anyways. Let us make the decision!
I support the recommendations of the Governor and the medical experts on wearing of masks, etc. to slow the
spread of the virus. Listen to the experts!

Krisandra

Harbison

nadine_91_michelle@yahoo.co
m
No Masks

Tom

DeLillo

delillo@math.wichita.edu

corona virus

Mandybriones@gmail.com

I urge you to take action and say NO! This is infringement on our medical freedoms and right to choose what’s
best for our family’s. If we mandate a simple thing like masks, where will it end. To me it’s just a starting blocknext vaccines, the list goes on and loss of all personal freedom. Our Governor has over step and seems to
Say NO to mask forget she works for all the people, not only those who agree with her. It’s her job to consider all Kansans. Let
Mandate
us choose let us choose for ourselves whats right for us.

Mandy

Briones

I feel like masks should not be required, but a voluntary act within the community. I feel when you take away
our rights by forcing us to comply and not give us the option to follow, we will see more negative outcomes. I
for one will not support businesses that will be policing me on my decision to wear a mask or not. I think there
are quite a few other citizens who feel this way and I fear that our economy will continue to head south. I am
also opposed to the mandate because I think it hurts the children in our community. So much has been taken
away from them already and this will further that outcome. I know this is a tough decision to make, but I do
hope that you make the right one for our community.
Sedgwick County's daily COVID-19 case numbers are climbing unabated since restrictions were lifted. Strong
leadership is needed to stop the virus' spread and part of that is to enact science-based measures to preserve
the health and save the lives of local citizens. Governor Kelly's recent order is reasonable under the
circumstances and should be followed.

Maya

Williamson

mayajwilliamson@yahoo.com

Mask
Requirements

Christopher

Golden

chris@blueones.com

Face Coverings

Amy

Jensen

cattyamy@att.net

Mask Vote

Zachary

Griffith

Zachmgriff@yahoo.com

Olivia
Marsha

Sumner
Sechler

Osumner@usd259.net
Msechler@cox.net

Kelly

Martinez

Kmartinez10@yahoo.com

Amber

Vaughn

e76a88@gmail.com

Greg

Steadman

socrfn@gmail.com

Vicki

Giltner

vicki.giltner@yahoo.com

As a resident and public educator in Sedgwick County, I encourage you all to vote in support of our citizens
following the governor’s wise mask mandate. We want our schools to open in August. I miss my students!!
Do not enforce a MASK policy. All politicians said the shut downs goal were to flatten the curve, and not
overload the hospitals. Most of us will get Covid as long as the hospitals are not over run we shouldn't be
Mask
forced to wear a mask because some one is scared of the virus.
I write in support of the mask order, and in support of Dr Minns recommendations for 50% capacity, and the
limiting of travel. As a teacher, and the wife of an EMT in the ER, I understand the repercussions of not acting
now. Not only will choosing not to enact these things harm our community in terms of health, but it will also
decrease the likelihood of in person school in the fall. That will in turn harm families, businesses, and the
county economically. If we hope to keep things open, we must act now, and do so with the support of the
commission. Please look beyond the politics of all this, and focus on what is best for the health and safety of
Masks
all.
Face Masks
I am in favor of face masks. Please vote in favor of them to curve the virus.
Hello and good afternoon. I am writing to you due to the governor’s mask covering order. While I understand
the need for public safety and health I do not believe that the mask order is what will help. Masks on children
Mandatory mask and adults is not the new norm nor is it the answer. The masks should be an option and not a mandate. Thank
coverings
you for your time.
Mandated
I fully support the recommendations for masking in public spaces where social distancing cannot be followed
Masking
to protect those who are the most vulnerable to COVID19.
You open restaurant church bars and all the rest way to early and you all were warned what would happen. It
was almost perfect the way it has jumped in numbers!!! Thanks for being thoughtful of humanity to start over
Opening up
in the near future.
We have already taken steps to place a plexiglass barrier between customers and employees in office at work.
Along with increased cleaning it's been effective. Most of communication in office is be telephone, collecting
payments by credit card, conversing with customers. Wearing a mask makes it that more difficult to be
Mask Order
understood while collecting the card numbers, expiration dates and security codes of hundreds of customers
Requirement
daily. Totally unnecessary, overkill!

Emily
hannah

Schmidt
turner

emkzschmidt@gmail.com
Hrpt39@yahoo.com

Please Wear
Masks
Maditory mask

I would encourage you to support the governors order of wearing masks. It is important in keeping our
community safe and our best chance of being able to keep our local businesses open.
good plan i agree

Denise

Hodge

mrsdhodge@yahoo,com

Mandatory
Masks

I definitely do NOT support mandatory masks. Because I have a gamut of personal and practical reasons, as a
mother, grandmother, retired educator and citizen, I simply ask you to please don’t overload our law
enforcement with such nonsense when they have much more important matters.
I'm NOT in favor of mandated requirements making the public wear masks. I am against Executive Order #2052 and urge the county commissioners to decide to not keep this order. I believe we should be able to make
our own responsible choices.
Please do not make mask wearing mandatory.... If you're not wearing N95s, then you're not being protected.

Susan

Lentz

sjmjlentz@sbcglobal.net

Masks
Requirement

Dar

Sweaxy

Bdsweazy@gmail.com

Masks

Gail

Bosley

gailbos@cox.net

Please protect the citizens of Sedgwick County from Gov. Kelly's over-reaching, liberty stealing mask order. We
Gov. Kelly's mask know masks do not prevent corona but they do reduce oxygen intake. We know hydroxycholorquine is
order
extremely effective against corona. Protect our rights, do the right thing, protect us from Gov. Kelly.

Dar

Sweaxy

Bdsweazy@gmail.com

Masks

Siragavin@hotmail.com

Mask
requirements

Please do not make mask wearing mandatory.... If you're not wearing N95s, then you're not being protected.
Watching the pandemic unfold, I just pray our commissioners have the guts to put politics aside and make the
right decisions this time around. Had we made a bit tougher decisions previously, we would not be here today.
This is a once in a life time situation where politicians and the elected officials have to lead and follow the
advice of the medical professionals. Just like Laws concerning seatbelts, car seats and alcohol consumption
while driving, the mask mandate is a small price to pay. We have nothing to lose but a lot to gain by
enforcement of this order.

health

I urge you to vote in favor of requiring masks for the health and future economy of this county! Please stand
for science and reducing deaths in Sedgwick county. They have shown you that on their own, without this
governmental guidance they will not wear masks and will continue to gather so please do what is right.

Wear a mask!
masks

We have just moved to Wichita from Syracuse, NY. NY State and NYC in particular pretty much leveled the
cases by strict social distancing and mandates to wear a mask in public when not able to social distance. It
worked. It is the easiest and most effective way of containing and not spreading the virus. It asks citizens to
think of others not just themselves. Since so much is passes asymptomatically it’s the safest and most
generous things we can do as a community to help each other and ourselves.
We all need to be wearing masks when in public. PLEASE make it mandatory.

Masking
Mandate

Strongly oppose Gov Kelly's mandate to mask while in public. We clearly see the agenda which is more about
governmental control than safety. Solid evidence to support both sides of the issue are out there provided by
solid sources. This should be a personal choice, not a mandate. There is a time and place for everything.

Sira

Victoria

Brian
Janet

Gavin

Koger

Marcum
Rhoads

montina@hotmail.com

Brianjmarcum@gmail.com
janet.rhoads312@gmail.com

LaDonna

Balzer

divcashsol@hotmail.com

DONNA

WOLFE

hawley.wolfe@gmail.com

jennifer

morgan

mollyshome@att.net

Dulcinea

Rakestraw

DulcineaRakestraw@gmail.com Masks

masks are a simple means to provide at least some protection/prevention. It is a courtesy for others.
Please do not make us wear masks in public especially outside or children. There is no scientific proof they
help prevent transmission of covid, they only serve to make people more fearful.
Please support the Governor’s order and require masks in public spaces in Sedgwick County. It is an important
step to keep us all safer.

Matthew

Hensley

matt.p.hensley@gmail.com

Please opt out of the Governor's face mask plan. Let the people decide for themselves and their businesses.

masks
Mask
requirement

Face Masks

Face Masks
Kelly’s Face
Mask Order

I believe you should require face masks or other face coverings in public at this time...the growing number of
cases in Sedgwick county should be enough for you to see the need. Don't make this political make this about
the health of all citizens.
This order is a gross over reach of power! It will 100 percent impact businesses. People will stay home again!
I urge to take action AGAINST Kelly’s order

Knplagmann@gmail.com
thane222@sbcglobal.net
rust.young@gmail.com

Face Masks for
Covid
Masks
Masks

I am fully in support of Gov. Kelly's mask mandate. My masks protects others. If other do not wear masks, I am
still at risk. It is time we put aside our personal discomfort and fear of this virus and work together to reduce its
spread. This shouldn't be a political issue. It is a public safety issue, and in such cases, personal liberty should
not outweigh what is best for the community as a whole. Please choose to listen to science and uphold the
mandate for masks in Sedgwick County. Thank you.
I say "NO" to mandatory masks. Grown adults can make their own decision.
No Masks !!! I believe it's unconstitutional !!!

Kebenson92@gmail.com

If we do not have the strength and conviction to protect our community just by covering our nose and mouth
then what hope do we have for the future of our community? Obviously NOT wearing a mask is NOT working.
Masks Should Be Let’s try masks and if they are as horrible as some people would like us to believe then we can change our
Enforced
course. We need to be focused on not losing anymore loved ones.

Lori

Schremmer

justlorinotyou@yahoo.com

Andrea

Carlson

afoldesi@yahoo.com

Kari
Thane
Rusty

Kelly

Douglas

Plagmann
Powell
Young

Benson

Milfeld

Heartrac@hotmail.com

Mask wearing

Marcus

Randall

Mrandallod@gmail.com

Arcadia

Grenier

me.arcadiat@gmail.com

Mask
requirements
Make Masks
Mandatory

Jan

Hong

jjshong@gmail.com

Masks Order

Beth

Garrison

Bgarrison@cox,net

bill

anderson

wjanderson55@gmail.com

Mandatory
masks
covid 19
guidelines

CLINTON
Tom

BLEIER
Udland

cb1829@yahoo.com
tudland01@gmail.com

Mask Mandate
COVID-19

Tricia

BROWN

cliff_trish@yahoo.com

Mask order

Hola County Commisioners! As a physician, it’s quite simple. Unless positive COVID-19 are translating into
hospitalizations or deaths, then mask wearing is merely symbolic. Mask wearing should strictly be enforced in
health care facilities or those who are “symptomatic” or are diagnosed carriers. If any of you of you
commissioners had your mouths or nasal passages cultured right now for all pathogens, you would be
astounded what the results would be. For goodness sake, you don’t need to burn down the barn to kill the
rats. We’ve got to learn to live with it. Doug Milfeld M.D.
I can assure you that the doctors and epidemiologists know more than any of us about the risks of COVID-19.
They have recommended we make masks a requirement. Please, listen to the people who are experts in this
field. They ALL agree.
I am a business owner in Wichita, 67214, and fully support the mandate. O’Donnell, Howell - do the right thing
and make masks mandatory in Sedgwick County.
We will not be complying. We will be voting out the governor first chance we get and all public officials who
believe this is acceptable. What’s next? Mandating vaccines for the public? How about mandating PPE for all
people, why not? May as well! This has so many ridiculous sides to it I can’t even summarize in this small form.
Thank you - I’ll be watching to hopefully see all our commissioners react with shock and a very level headed
response.
Please support the mandatory mask requirement, our community’s health depends on it. Not requiring masks
will be detrimental to our business community, by allowing the virus to get out of control- our businesses could
face another disastrous shutdown
we need to follow the governor's plan. the long term after effects to survivors can be devastating.
SCIENCE..NOT MAGICAL THINKING, please..
Honestly, I don't like wearing a mask but it's not that big of a deal to me. Just don't take away kids sports or
force them to wear a mask while playing. Especially the outdoor sports like baseball, softball and soccer.
Make mandatory face masks in public areas mandatory
We live in a free society. We are smart Kansans. Please do not enforce Gov. Kelly's mask mandate nor except
the idea of civil fines. There are bigger fish to fry. Thank you for all you do.

Please support the Governor's order for masks to be worn in Kansas. We already aren't doing enough to fight
SUPPORT MASKS this pandemic, let's at least get this right.
Mandatory
masks
It’s just a mask that can save countless lives. Please support this so we can get our community back on track.

Joshua

Jewell

JoshJewell@gmail.com

Stephanie

Wacker

chefsteph5522@gmail.com

Liz
JOSEPH

Quinn
ERDMAN II

Aaron

Walker

I am pleading our leaders of Sedgwick County to enforce the governor’s executive order for masks effective on
7/3. It is selfish & ignorant for anyone who feels wearing a mask is infringing upon his freedom. As a healthcare
provider, I have seen the effects of COVID-19 first hand & it’s crucial we mask up to keep our numbers down. I
also work full time in the school system and without this exec order being enforced, I fear our children will be
Masking is a
penalized & not be able to return to in person schooling at all. Please do not take this lightly & make the wise
elizabethmquinn@hotmail.com necessity
decision for all those in Sedgwick County.
JERDMAN1@COX.NET
no masks
No masks requirement.
Please support the mask order and ensure it is enforced. Your job as our Board of Health is to make tough
Enforce masks as decisions to protect the health of those in your community. We are at risk and your inaction is going to cost
required. Protect lives. Please please please support the policy. As you can see through Mr. O’Donnell’s survey (since removed
your
from Facebook) 68% of the 17,000+ respondents were in support of you acting on and enforcing this order.
aaron@cairnhealth.org
constituents.
Please do so.

B

Stanhope

bstanhope@cox.net

Mask
requirement

Sarah

Brooks

kallenbachs@yahoo.com

Christian

Ammerman

christian031999@gmail.com

Jody

Marvin

jemarvin1@yahoo.com

Mask Mandate
Make Masks
Required
Mandatory
masks

Chanel

Murphy

chanel.murphy@icminc.com

NO MASKS

You can't have a mask requirement and then make exceptions for certain events or occasions. The legislature
exempted themselves it loses all credibility right there. If masks are so important then they have to wear them
too. If masks work so well then nobody should be an exception. If masks work so well then explain how
nursing homes are hot spots when everybody in them has been wearing a mask since day 1 of this pandemic.
How do they keep passing it around then? How come as an essential worker I haven't missed a day of work
thru all of this, went to lowes and other stores almost every day where most people weren't wearing masks
and I havent wore a mask yet. But me nor anybody in my family or anybody I know has gotten covid.
Thank you for your willingness to hear from the public on this mandate. There is so much information and
misinformation available. I believe in freedom. Freedom to choose to wear a mask or not. I also believe in
common sense. Reading through the Governor's Mandate, I believe she goes too far. For those of us who are
working -- sitting in an office with a mask on doesn't make any sense. Please consider common sense. Please
consider real numbers of cases, hospital admittance and death rate. The numbers just do not make sense
when it come to the drastic measures we have taken. Thank you again for your service to our county. I
appreciate the opportunity to speak.
PPE is important, and will be one of the only things that will slow down the virus. This isn’t a political issue. It’s
a human rights issue.
I am totally for requiring masks.
I am personally against the use of masks. I do not plan to wear one. I will not go somewhere that one is
required and refuse to wear outside. I hope that the decision is made to not mandate masks in Sedgwick
County.

michael

whalen

EXECUTIVE
mwhalen@kansasappellateattor ORDER NO. 20ney.com
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Rhonda

Sullivan

sullivanr@klsinc.org

Christine
Lisa

Campbell
Stoller

Campbell.Christine@gmail.com Masks
Mask mandate
stoller05@gmail.com

Masks

This Commission and Dr. Minns are already responsible for the 400% increase in Sedgwick County covid-19
cases by pushing for the early opening of businesses and putting no restraints and no enforcement of any
social distancing or use of masks before the County was not in compliance with the President's Guidelines for
Opening Up America Again and before the was a steady decline of new cases. Further increases in new covid
cases and related hospitalizations and death will be on the hands of the Commissioners if there is a rejection of
the governor's order. This is not a political issue. This is a matter of public health and safety. For a change, put
the citizens of Sedgwick County before political self-interest and the politics of economics.
It is time we look at our illness and death rates compared to other countries. South Korea and US reported
first case on same day. US has over 129000 deaths, South Korea under 500. By population we have over 264
per 100,000 people S. Korea had 5. They have about 95 percent mask use. We will not recover economically
until this is under control and this won't be under control with out masks. Please do your job listen to your
county health officer and require masks.
MAKE THEM MANDATORY. If we want things to stay open, this common sense approach NEEDS to be
followed.
Please require masks in public spaces!

Faith

Oneal

faoneal@yahoo.com

Karma

Kitto

kittokarma@gmail.com

Mary

Caruso

marycaruso@sktc.net

Darren

Cary

carydarren@hotmail.com

I was so relieved to hear the governor issue this mandate. Not wearing a mask around other people is like
driving drunk- maybe you don't understand what you are doing- but you are putting other people's lives at risk.
And while I can avoid drunk drivers by simply slowing my car down, or taking a different road- it is impossible
to keep myself safe from potentially sick people when there are a hundred of them in my grocery store. Please
masks
please please, find a way to enforce this mandate. Sincerely, Faith O'Neal
Mandatory
There is research that shows masks don't work to prevent the spread of viruses, as well as masks can CAUSE
Masks and
spread of virus. See https://www.rcreader.com/commentary/masks-dont-work-covid-a-review-of-scienceEffectiveness
relevant-to-covide-19-social-policy
Kansas needs to take this global pandemic seriously, this IS NOT the time for partisan politics! Do what is right
to keep us safe by following the CDC guidelines and the advice of our local healthcare experts. Wearing a mask
Mandatory Face and social distancing is not so much of an inconvenience that it is worth risking people’s lives. Use common
Masks
sense and DO WHAT’S RIGHT!!!!
I will not comply with the lunacy of a mask mandate. For many reasons, all have been stated by someone
Mask Mandate before me. Those who are afraid may stay home. Those who aren’t, may live freely.

alamorte@cox.net

Masks in public
places because
of Covid-19

Tony

Suzanne

Sheikh

LaMorte

Edmonson

Ibrahim

suzanneedmonson95@gmail.co
m
Masks

shk_ibr@yahoo.com

Each separate business with their own protocols. When in Rome...
Please implement Gov. Kelly's mask order. The CDC recommends them, and they have been shown to
effectively reduce the spread of COVID-19. I'd like to think people would exercise personal responsibility and
wear them voluntarily but obviously that is not happening. We desperately need to keep our economy open,
but without reducing the infection rate we are risking another full shutdown. Please do what you can to save
lives and our economy, and mandate wearing masks in public.

Due to the record number of new COVID-19 cases in Sedgwick County at this time, it would be prudent for the
County Board to require the use of masks. It is NOT a political statement. It is a matter of public safety and
COVID-19 Mask protection. Failure to require the use of mask will only hurt our local economy, as some businesses may find
Requirement
themselves shut down, and shoppers (like myself) will opt to use online retailers who may not be local.

Elma

Rebecca

Astegiano

Rickett

Mask in public

We shouldn’t be required to where mask in public. This is the Governor’s over reaction to the results of
increased testing. The hospitals are not overwhelmed. The death rate is actually lower than when we were on
a complete stay at home order. The county should decide not the governor by a an order with no actual law to
back it up. Plus there are serious flaws with the method they use to count the cases as well as the actual tests.
As a medical coder the instructions we have been given cause it to look like more cases than there actually are.
The governor has never looked at this rationally and her shut down as well as this order were unnecessary and
damaging to people’s mental, social and financial well being.

RRickett19895@yahoo.com

Face masks

Hello. Please don't make it a requirement to wear face masks! I have asthma and I can't breathe with it on. I
also work at a daycare and its hot enough in my room there. I wear glasses and they fog up with a mask on so I
won't be able to breathe or see! I will end up passing out! Keep wearing masks voluntary!

Please leave the wearing of masks to each individual person (voluntary). Please do not follow the governor's
requirement of making in mandatory. People need to make their own decisions and people need to respect
other peoples choices. As Harper County Commissioner Brian Waldschmidt told KAKE news yesterday the
decision should be up the people and the government needs to stay out of it either way. People can decide
what is best for them and not be told what to do. People need to take responsibility not the governor. As a
coworker told me the best thing the governor, or any level of government, can do is say this is what we
Voluntary Mask recommend to do this but not mandate. It might say headaches and lawsuits later. If you don't feel safe don't
Requirement
go there.
Please support Gov. Kelly's mandate for Kansans to wear masks. It will only hurt the local economy if you don't.
Mandated mask People such as myself will simply spend less money locally, because we will not risk going out in public, if
wearing
others will not be wearing masks. Thank you for listening.
Mandatory
Masks
Enforce the order
Yes to wearing
masks
Sedgwick County should definitely follow the Governor's order. Cases keep on going up so we need to do this.

eastegiano@yahoo.com

John

G

taz3238@hotmail.com

Deborah

Gordon

deborah.gordon@wichita.edu

Mackenzy

Meinhardt

Mfmeinhardt17@gmail.com

Sharon

Ziegler

srz2856@gmail.com

Gina

Fasciano-Hogan

hogancon@hotmail.com

Mask Mandate

It’s imperative that you back and enforce Governor Kelly’s mask mandate. We know through our medical
experts that masks work to help reduce the spread of Covid-19. It’s such a simple contribution to to keeping
each other safe. I would like to add that our local and federal economy is in danger. If businesses are forced to
close every time someone exposes their staff and customers because they weren’t wearing a mask or following
social distancing guidelines it will be only be more detrimental to our economy. Not to mention, if the numbers
continue to climb at the current pace we may enforcing a complete shutdown for a longer period of time.
Thank you for consideration on this matter.

Dan

Dickgrafe

dan.dickgrafe@gmail.com

It is time to put the health of people over party, and even individual rights, and Sedgwick County should NOT
Governor Kelly’s overturn the Governor’s order requiring face masks in public places. This is an essential component of keeping
Mask Order
our population as safe from the COVID-19 virus infections. Thank you.

Ryan

Harp

rharp09@yahoo.com

Mask mandate

I support persons wanting/willing to wear masks in public. However, I don't believe that the government has
the authority to mandate and/or enforce it. The freedom to do so or choose not to is an individual right.

I’m a RN at Via Christi in Wichita. I was one of the first positive cases in Wichita with COVID. I felt bad for a few
days, quarantined at home, and sent back to work. It is not a death sentence. Our hospitals have not been
overwhelmed in any sense of the word. We wanted to slow the spread and we absolutely did. I am not in
support of being forced to wear a mask. I’ve seen the virus in patients and I’ve had it myself. It is a risk I, and
many others, are willing to take. Mask wearing should not be enforced.

Samantha

Everitt

Severitt95@gmail.com

Masks

Teri

Athey

Tathey60@yahoo.com

Jane

Baker

jbaker91@cox.net

Mandatory mask Please say no to mandatory mask.
Please allow us to make out own decisions on mask wearing.. We just need good information to be allowed to
make informed decisions on our own. I am a pretty smart lady and my judgement is sound. just need to know
wearing masks my risks.

Dana

Steve

Riley

Pierce

Dlriley724@gmail.com

Mask EO

PLEASE do not overturn Gov Kelly’s mask order and follow Dr Minns 3 recommendations. This is a public health
issue and we need to listen to the healthcare professionals. These recommendation are a small price to pay to
keep us healthy, our healthcare system from being overwhelmed and our economy open.

Pearldrummer63@yahoo.com

Mask
enforcement

For the mask requirement to be fully effective and help reduce the surge of active cases in our communities, it
is imperative that all individuals participate. Since there are those who don’t understand or wish to disregard
their role, the mask mandate must be fully enforced/required/mandated. Thank you!

Angie

Bielefeld

sweetpeasandbutterbeans@hot Make masks
mail.com
mandatory

Dave

Stewart

jds1982@cox.net

Patricia

Morgan

Patmorganth@gmail.com

Randy
Wesley

Noon
Regehr

Noonrandy@att.net
Wesleyjacob@yahoo.com

Face masks
Mandatory
masks
Masks

Julie

Brown

juliebrownmom@gmail.com

Mask Mandate

Mandatory
Masking

I can’t even believe I have to be on here to suggest you should follow medical advice and make masks
mandatory. The governor has allowed exemptions that should cover anyone with a special need. Make no
mistake you will be the ones held accountable when people in Sedgwick county start dying. And it will be you
because you didn’t follow the governors order. This is not a political issue. It is 100% a life issue. Our numbers
are growing up because of the decisions you’ve already made. The lag time on this they know to be 4 to 8
weeks. You’ve already caused enough damage with absolutely no restrictions in this county. If you want
businesses to remain open make people wear masks.
Compliance with (and enforcement of, if possible) the governor's mandatory masking order is the only way
we're going to be able to control the rapidly rising infection rate without another shut-down, which would
cripple our local economy and endanger even more jobs. No one wants to wear a mask, that's a given. But by
doing so, we may be able to bring this pandemic back under control without making even greater sacrifices in
the future. To me, this is an easy call, and I ask that the commission recognize the seriousness of ignoring a
situation that is quickly moving from health crisis to health disaster. How do you want to be remembered? As
protectors or villians?
I am older citizen & have issues wearing mask. I have trouble breathing with mask , also due to allergies I start
coughing continuously with mask on. I will only be able to wear mask for short intervals.
I wear a mask to protect my fellow citizens. When we stand united, we are strong. Not wearing a mask is
standing divided, and we are weak.
Please require masks as the governor has requested.
Please protect our liberties, rights and freedoms and allow residents to choose if and when to where a face
covering--without the government mandating behavior. I am very concerned about businesses and
organizations trying to obey the mandate but not really understanding how to do that in a way that protects
them and honors the public and individual freedoms. Reject the governor and trust individuals and businesses
to make their own decisions. Thank you.

I recently visited New Mexico (in part because they have a state-wide mask order, and in part because they
have one of the lower rates of COVID-19 cases in the region). Almost every business I saw had signage
requiring masks, and the great majority of customers were in compliance. There were exceptions, but few
seemed too concerned about them. Ultimately expecting compliance appeared to have created a culture of
majority compliance without having to issue citations and/or arrest anyone. We must EXPECT that each other
does this and we need the local government to EXPECT that everyone will comply. Leaving it up to "individual
choice" is just not going to get it done.

Chase

Farha

cfarhaict@gmail.com

Executive mask
order
Mask
Requirement
Enforced

Ricky

Cavender

loveshox@hotmail.com

mask wearing

mpklemanovic@yahoo.com

N95 masks are marginally effective in filtering a .10 micron virus (3M Corp's own data) and home made masks
almost completely ineffective. The notion that a mask must be worn when distancing of 6 feet is not
achievable presents a false and dangerous sense of safety and protection. This Order is a punitive reaction by
the governor in response to the Kansas Legislature limiting her emergency executive powers. If the County
Governor's Mask only elects to not enforce this Order, the public will be split between "maskers" and "non-maskers" possibly
Order
leading to altercations. The County must boldly state that the Order will not apply here, period.

Robert

Michael

Bubp

Klemanovic

robertbubp@gmail.com

I strongly encourage you to enforce the governor’s mask order. It is the perfect compromise between public
health and economics. We can stay open, with the only change being wearing masks to stay safe and healthy.
If masks had been mandatory from the beginning, we would have been over this pandemic a long time ago.
Make masks MANDATORY

Ron

Kraus

ron.kraus6@gmail.com

Masks

Audrey

Udland

tudland@cox.net

Wearing masks

Please uphold executive order No. 20-52. I feel this is the only way to slow the spread of the novel coronavirus
(COVID-19) and limit further damage to the health of both citizens and our local economy. I appreciate your
time and energy put into your role as our county commissioner and hope you agree that the wearing of masks
will lead to a downturn in rising numbers of positive cases.
I hope when you meet that you vote yes on all of us wearing masks My husband and I are wholeheartedly in
favor of everyone wearing masks for the safety of others and ourselves.

Mask mandate

I would like for the mask mandate to stay intact for our county. Based on the testimony of many experts on the
subject, like Dr. Fauci, I believe that it’s necessary to help prevent the spread of Covid-19 while allowing us to
keep our businesses open. It’s not imposing on anyone’s rights anymore than requiring someone to wear a
shirt or shoes, or banning smoking indoors. While I agree that personal responsibility should play a major part
in this, it doesn’t take much to see that most people that have been preaching personal responsibility have
been acting in bad faith, and have no interest in being personally responsible. Because of this, I believe that it’s
time for leadership to take charge of the situation and require masks.

Rob

Berry

Rob.p.berry@gmail.com

Mask Executive
Order

Greg

Cary

Shalen

Scheltgen

gregorycary@hotmail.com
Shalen.scheltgen@ymcawichita.
org
Mask Mandate

Mitchell

Ness

mr.mitchellness@gmail.com

Do not enforce the unconstitutional mandatory mask executive order.
I am for the mask Mandate and appreciate Gov. Kelly's efforts to keep people safe and not overwhelm our
health care system.

Kansas Mask
Please enforce the mask requirement executive order Governor Kelly placed. There is no viable reason why we
Executive Order shouldn’t. Thank you

Nate

Bennett

nathanrbennett@prodigy.net

Doug

Foster

dougf74@yahoo.com

Gary

McCain

emccain105@aol.com

Toni

Hoehn

nonibug1@sbcglobal.net

Nickolaus

Carter

Nickolaus.carter@gmail.com

Ty

Nighswonger

tynigh@gmail.com

Cassie
derek

Banka
tanner

cassie.banka@gmail.com
d_tanner68@yahoo.com

Kathleen
Ted

Linnebur
Gorychka

kathy.linnebur@yahoo.com
Tedgorychka@yahoo.com

Troy

Tunnell

troy_rt@yahoo.com

Melissa
Linda

Huffman
Buchanan

mnhuffman18@gmail.com
lindabooks@hotmail.com

The death rate is extremely low and so are hospitalizations, even though there may be more testing and cases
appearing. The cases mean NOTHING if people are not dying. Let the people make this decision on our own.
Why would we add more restrictions? There was never a curve in sedgwick county to flatten. If people were
Masks
all dropping dead around us you wouldn't have to convince us of these things.
I do not support requiring masks. Let's please keep our rights and freedom and jot require people to wear
masks
masks
Good afternoon, As a small business owner in Wichita, we feel that Sedgwick County should not enforce
Governor Kelly's mask mandate for multiple reasons. The most important being the negative impact on the
Mask Mandate business community. Thanks for your consideration and we sincerely appreciate the opportunity to express our
Opinion
thoughts.
I hope you all understand that masks will save lives. I am sure you are worry about the economy but it won’t
matter if this pandemic kills our population. This is not, in my opinion,a political decision but a human one.
Masks
Make masks mandatory. It has been proven to save lives. Thank you.
I’m in favor of Gov. Kelly’s mask mandate. It’s the only way we are ever going to get back to whatever normal
Masks Mandate is going to be.
I support enforcing Governor Kelly’s Executive Order #20-52. This is an easy and effective way to fight against
Governor Kelly’s community spread infections. This order lines up with recommendation from both local and national health
Executive Order organizations. It is part of your jobs to protect the citizens of this county. Please make it clear to us that you
#20-52,
care about public health and want to see a quick recovery of our economy as we bring COVID to a halt.
Please enforce Governor Kelly's mask mandate in Sedgwick County. I want our businesses to remain open
while acting proactively to about a healthcare over load. As a teacher, I want our students to return to school
in some fashion this August. I'm afraid without a mandate, we may not be able to safely open without
endangering our teachers, administrators, and support staff. Additionally, we do not know yet how students
transmit the disease to each other or back to their families. A mask mandate is an inexpensive and small step
to prevent further shutdowns, keep cases stable or declining, and give us the best shot at educating our
Mask
children. Please also consider Dr. Ginns recommendations about restaurant capacity and out of state sports
requirement
teams
mask
this is a political stunt!! 548 active cases out of 500,000 people in the county? NO MASK!!!!!
Please review this diligently and veto/stop this from being enforced. People need to be smart. Wash hands.
Exec Order #20- Don't go out if you're sick. And if you are high risk, find other solutions. This has become over dramatized.
52 Face Masks Numbers don't lie. Please protect Kansans freedom and don't engage in this order.
Masks
I agree with the governor. Enforce social distance and mask requirement.
Unconstitutional
conduct from
our failed
Governor!
No Mask Requirement!! I will not comply!
Let the people decide...individuals can choose whether they want to wear a mask or not. Don't make it
Masks
mandatory.
Masks
Please uphold the Governors mask requirements, they are fair and necessary.

Cheryl

Bowhay

cbowhay1@cox.net

Jill

Miller

Jill@jilldmiller.com

Bart

Smith

wildcat@rdwarf.com

Leslie

Noon

Noonleslie@att.net

Please city commissioners keep the mask wearing in place and lets get this behind us . I know a vaccine is the
only way to totally control this virus but I want to be able to get to a somewhat normalcy. We both know
there will be the ones that won’t abide by wearing the mask, but at the same time there is a lot of ones that
will. People keeps saying this a political but I feel it has nothing to do with politics it’s out of due respect for
Mask
others and love ones that you want to protect.
I am requesting that Sedgwick County follow the ordinance as set forth by Gov. Kelly. I am asking this in the
hope that we’ll be able to keep our businesses and economy open by taking this simple common sense
Mask ordinance precaution. Politicizing public health is dangerous.
Executive Order
20-52
I write in SUPPORT of Executive Order 20-52.

Mandatory
masks

Sarah

Beninger

beningers@gmail.com

Mask
Requirement
Order For
Sedgwick

Lisa

Hittle

hittll@friends.edu

Masks

Tina

Calcote

Rottievalor67211@yahoo.com

Ed

Frey

Edfrey55@gmail.com

Rob

Martinez

robmartinez1529@yahoo.com

Casey

Lane

CaseyRaLane@hotmail.com

I am hopeful that you will decide to support the mandatory masks mandate. I will be able to visit so many
places of business that I have to avoid right now. Wearing masks will enable us to keep our places of business
open. I will be able to spend money in the community instead of relying on mail-order shopping.I am glad to
wear a mask, in the hope of keeping my neighbors safe. Consider the penalty for error. If the CDC is wrong and
masks don’t help, then I will have been mildly inconvenienced. If the people who refuse to wear a mask are
wrong then they could kill me. I hope that you will decide to look out for the economic and physical health of
Sedgwick County and decide to cooperate with the state-wide wearing of masks.
Please approve this order. It’s so important to be proactive. We must learn from what is clearly not working. In
order for our economy to stay running and keep cases low this must happen. People in Sedgwick are not taking
this seriously. We must listen to science and really look at why US cases are so high while other countries are
not. A big part is masking. And just suggesting people do the right thing does not work. People will die without
this order in place. And as a healthcare worker the more cases go up the more we are at risk as well. Please be
proactive and learn from the mistakes of other cities. In my opinion this order should have already been in
place.
Please listen to our health experts on the issue of wearing masks. Please stop making it a political issue.
People’s lives are at stake!

The mask seems to work they say, but how are the clusters occurring in care facilities where masks are
required? More testing is going to show active cases and show positive antibodies for those that have HAD it
which will make numbers look worse. Mask usage (if it truly works) should have been done in the beginning,
not after all this time. During lock down at least 75% of the work force had to go to work, masks were not
mandatory and our numbers stayed below what they were predicting. I feel it should be a individual's right to
decide whether to mask or not. And if a homemade mask is NOT medical grade and medical personnel are not
Masks
allowed to use them without filters, how exactly does it help stop a virus? Just my thoughts
Mandatory Mask I think face masks are a good idea to mitigate spread of Covid 19. As long as law enforcement is not going to
order
fine people for not wearing them I recommend leaving the order as is.
Please make sure we have a mask order to n place for Sedgwick county. It’s such a simple way to slow the
spread of the virus, numerous studies show that wearing a mask can help to stop the spread, just look at all
Yes to Mask
the countries in Europe, Asia, Africa, and other parts of the world where masks are commonplace, cases have
requirement
dropped dramatically.
Gov. Kelly's
I support the Governor's order for all Kansans to be required to wear mask. We tried to leave it up to the
Mask oder
individual and it did not work. Please enforce the mask order.

Marissa

Vargas

Stephanie

Rubosky

Matthew

Udland

sam

ehlen

AJ

Renfro

I believe that it is essential and imperative for mask-wearing to be mandatory in public. It is the easiest and
most cost-effective way to keep people safe In public while allowing for businesses to continue to stay open.
Medical experts have proven time and time again that wearing masks in public can reduce the risk of infection
and it is completely safe to wear them. This solution Can and WILL save lives and keep the economy running.
Mask Wearing in The alternative is shutting everything down again, and I would rather wear a mask for 20 minutes in the store
marissa_vargas71@hotmail.com public
than have everything shut down for several weeks or months.
Please vote against the mandatory face masks. This is a power grab by the democrats and we have the right to
srubosky04@gmail.com
Masks
breathe fresh air.
Face mask
I am strongly in favor of mandating masks in indoor public spaces in Wichita. Please make the responsible
Mattudland@gmail.com
enforcement
choice for the majority of your constituents.
Please stop making Covid19 a political issue. It's a virus that doesn't care about your petty political
grandstanding. The governor passed a rule requiring a mask for a reason and it is your duty to uphold the new
mask regulations to the fullest extent of the law. Refusing to enforce this rule would put you on the same level
slayer6274@msn.com
covid masks
as flat earthers and the anti vacine morons.
Why now? What How can she tell us on Monday that we have to wear a mask Friday? What happened the other days this week
was the
when people weren't wearing masks or even social distancing at restaurants? If we have to wear masks now
difference this becuase the virus is so bad, do all the businesses need to close down again? If the businesses can remain open
week before
now that we have to wear masks, couldn't we have worn masks and kept all the businesses open 3 months
aj.renfro@outlook.com
Friday?
ago? What is the difference now?

Nolan

Nez

nnez9009@gmail.com

Brenda

Barber

Bren281@hotmail.com

Lisa

West

Lisa.m.west78@gmail.com

JAVIER

ANDRADE

jayhawk1040@gmail.com

Paige

Gabriel

xqueen.peachx@gmail.com

We have a responsibility to our fellow citizens to stay safe and healthy. Wearing a mask is PROVEN to help
reduce the spread of airborne particles that can carry the SARS-COV-2 virus. The notion that people need to be
forced to consider the health and well-being of others, is unfortunate, but this is the age we live in. I believe,
Keep Each Other anyone that considers themselves 'pro-life' or anyone that claims to care for their fellow humans, should
Safe - Mask
support this. Its a small gesture we can make to keep businesses open, people safe and healthy, and prevent
Mandate
further increases in infection in Sedgwick County.
Mandatory
Please do the right thing and follow Governor Kelly’s order regarding mandatory masks. Don’t let ignorance
masks
and apathy hurt the people who live and work in Sedgwick County.
My wearing a mask is not for myself. It is a selfless act to protect those I come in contact with. You wearing a
mask is a selfless act to protect me. It is a way to show respect for other people's lives and family's lives. There
are many in our communities who are at risk to not just contract COVID, but to end up hospitalized or dead.
Basic common decency and respect dictate the wearing of masks. Unfortunately, many people do not
understand this and the Governor has had to make the mandate in the best interest of our communities.
Please vote for the health of our communities and ignore the politics that have been inserted into a coomunity
Mask mandate health issue.

Mask
Please Require
Masks

Commissioners are voted to office for many reasons but it all goes back to what is best for the people of
Sedgwick County. They hold a oath to do what's right and not be politically bias. I don't like mask anymore than
the person next to me but having a child who has a terminal illness it is my responsibility as well as yours to
protect myself, my family and the citizens around me. It would be highly irresponsible for the commissioner's
to not adopt the governors mask mandate. We must do what we can to stop the virus and be responsible
adults. This virus is not going away but it can be slowed with a simple thing. Wear a mask when you or others
are vulnerable. Remember you are here to serve our best interests not your political party.
Please vote for masks!

Sean

Megan

Karen

Houston

Barnard

Gretsky

Smhouston92@gmail.com

Masks

meganbarnard2@gmail.com

The previous shut down due to COVID has greatly impacted our KS economy. All public health agencies are
recommending we wear masks while in public. Please use your authority to mandate Sedgwick County
residents wear masks when in public to prevent the spread of COVID and possible future business shutdowns
Use authority to that our county CANNOT afford. Similar to seat belts, our government can mandate personal protective
mandate masks measures to keep us safe. Masks are no different. I was very disappointed when you did not adopt KS's state
in public
plan in May. Step up and do what is right this time so our economy can stay open.

agretsky@yahoo.com

Wendy

Homan

Wenmarc@sbcglobal.net

Patty

Rice

12patty14@gmail.com

Jeff

Black

jbspcs3000@aol.com

Masks

Do not enforce mask requirements. My body my choice. Let people have a choice for themselves.

Governor Kelly’s requirements are not stringent enough, but commissioners should enforce them anyway. I’m
disgusted by people who have politicized what is a health issue. Additionally, we live in a society and owe duty
of care to each other. My mask protects you, your mask protects me.

The governor has exceeded her authority. Supposed to trust a narrative. Of total cases how many no
symptoms. No narritive from people who have tested positive and are not sick I’m supposed to sit at my desk
with a mask on all day because it is open to the public. Give the public credit. We are educated and most
have common sense. If your uncomfortable or sick stay home. I will not comply. I’ll order online if I need
something. Loca businesses and organizations will suffer. Our bodies build immunities by being exposed to
Masks
germs. Uestion the narritive
I am writing to ask you to endorse and enforce the governor's mask order beginning July 3. This order will
Governor's Mask help to keep our businesses open and protect the health and safety of the most vulnerable in our community.
Order
Thank you!

mask mandate

I am asking you to not permit the governors mask mandate. I have badly scarred lungs and even so I do not
want a mandate. I already have a mother who tells me how to live, I don;t need another. Thank you. If a
business wants me to wear a mask, I will, but I get to choose if to enter or not.
Please do not follow the mandatory mask order by the Governor. It should be a personal choice - especially
since our numbers are low. The CDC and the WHO even state that masks should ONLY BE WORN BY THOSE
WITH COVID-19 SYMPTOMS. PLEASE listen to THEIR recommendation! Thank you!
Please protect us all by requiring masks.
I would ask the commissioners to reject the governor's mandate that masks be manditorially worn inside and
outside. Thank you.

Desiree
Melissa

Liggett
Ross

liggett5@att.net
Mel5472@yahoo.com

Jason

DeArmond

jasondearmond@hotmail.com

mandatory
masks
Masks
Governor's mask
mandate

aktenbrink@gmail.com

Governor Kelly unilaterally enacted an executive order today that damages the inherent freedoms enjoyed by
all Americans. I believe few will dispute that certain behavioral modifications, such as social distancing and
mask wearing, when observed appropriately have the potential to reduce the spread of covid-19. However,
Government
Executive order 20-52 exceeds a reasonable response to the Covid-19 pandemic and casts a wide net that will
Overreach
cause unnecessary harm to our community and local businesses. A measured response and general common
Executive Order sense will likely achieve the same goal without causing hardship and confusion that will lead to a greater
20-52
economic and social collapse. Please reject Executive Order 20-52 and let out community thrive.

Anthony

Tenbrink

Kay

Jessica

Gibson

Clarke

I would request that the commissioners vote yes to follow the Governor’s mandate in Sedgwick County. From
the medical statistics that are seen not only in the state of Kansas but nationwide it seems that to drop the
curve it’s either stay home in isolation or practice healthy interactions when we go out in public. The governor
has already pointed out that there’s no restrictions on where people can go, but we should be following best
practices when we do go out. Part of that best practice is wearing a mask not only for our own protection but
for others. This is not taking away our freedoms it’s giving us the right to live. Please, please vote to mandate
facemasks in Sedgwick county. Thank you for this opportunity to express my beliefs.

Kay.gibson@wichita.edu

Mandate to
wear masks in
public places

j.l.clarke1975@gmail.com

As rates of COVID increase across the country, in our state and in our county, I notice more congregating, less
distancing, and almost no mask wearing. I believe it's imperative for the safety and health of our residents that
we do what we can to slow the spread of this virus, while trying to maintain our economy. The most simple
way to do that is by wearing masks. This shouldn't be a political issue. It's not an inconvenience and any
concerns raised about difficult breathing with masks or questions regarding efficacy need only to review
Mandatory face science. I'm a healthcare worker. I've worn a mask from the start until now. And I've done that not because of
masks in public being forced but to do my part in helping our community. Others need to do the same now.
Please don't keep jumping on the current bandwagon of requiring masks in public. For months every agency
has said they are not helpful and they didn't recommend them because it encourages touching of face
constantly and the masks sold in stores are even labeled as not effective against virus. N95 masks are
supposedly the good standard, yet they have a 1" exhale port which allows anything from the wearers mouth
out, totally unfiltered. If the masks sold in store aren't labeled for use with virus protection, how can the lady
down the streets be any better? A surgeons mask is good for one use at close range to disallow large droplets
to not infect a patient. 6' of social distance is proven to stop that, so why loose fitting mask?

Brian

Graber

Graber1brian@gmail.com

Misty

Morey

Mistylyn29@gmail.com

masks in public
Mask
requirements

Rich

Kilgour

saytothatmtn@gmail.com

COVID-19 EO

Zachary

Minson

minsozac@gmail.com

Mask Mandate

We should not be required to wear masks. Period
Support the EO. Wear a mask. Distance. Small groups. Not for yourself, but for your neighbor. We are our
brothers’ keeper. Be a good citizen.
Please require masks in public spaces, I work food service and live with at risk individuals. Protect us. Don't be
selfish. Your neighbors, friends, and family are at risk. Don't be selfish. Don't be stupid. Listen to the experts
and don't make this political.

Mask

Mask shouldn't be a requirement to wear. You should only wear one if you are sick or want to. Over half the
people wearing mask are not using them correctly or not washing them. Not all mask are the same some will
work ok, but still not 100% effective, while others will not work at all, I could wrap a bandana around my face
and call it a mask, but you should know as well as I do it will not stop any diseases from spreading. How are
you supposed to go to a restaurant and eat if you are required to wear a mask. People will stop shopping in
stores if mask are a requirement. I suggest you make wearing a mask optional.

Matt

Brockleman

Hunterbrock2001@yahoo.com

Cheryl

Miller

Avian67226@gmail.com

Mask mandate

Lionel

Alford

pilotlion@aol.com

Wearing Masks

For the love of God, do the right thing and support the mask mandate for Sedgwick County. Act like the health
board you are meant to be and listen to Dr. Minns. Our lives depend on you. Act like it.
Laura Stalin Kelly has no right to make laws or mandate anything that is not already a law in the state of KS. If
you insist on acting like Stalinists, then please consider forcing everyone to wear crosses. Crosses are
necessary for the spiritual health of all people. You must forces everyone to wear crosses to ensure the health
and welfare of the entire population of this county.

Krista

Vollack

krista.vollack@gmail.com

Our County medical director Dr. Minns recommends face coverings to be worn in public. Please, let's heed his
expert advice. I just returned from New Mexico, where face covering and social distancing are mandated, and
masks or face
it was not difficult to go about our daily routines of shopping and visits to restaurants, etc. while wearing a
coverings in
mask. Because it is a state requirement, individual small businesses did not have the burden of making the
Sedgwick County decision to request compliance. This is a public health issue. Please do the right thing, even if it is hard.

Ralph

Clark

horsecop1033@yahoo.com

Mandatory mask I disagree with the mask mandate issued by the Governor. It is an over reach by her administration.

Stacie

Turner

oggies1@sbcglobal.net

Micah

Grafton

micahgrafton@gmail.com

Coronavirus cases in SG Co are up 257% from mid-May. There were 905 news cases last weekend alone. It is in
the best interest of your constituents and the citizens in our state and city that we adhere to Governor Kelly’s
proclamation for mandatory face masks in SG Co, including wearing them in all public spaces and gatherings. I
also encourage you to reassess your position on public gatherings. As a teacher in USD 259 and a member of a
high-risk population, I believe it is imperative that the SCC and all community stakeholders show a unified front
Mandatory Face by requiring face masks, hand washing, and social distancing, as well as limiting public gatherings, at the very
Masks
least, to combat this epidemic.
Governor's Mask Please, for the safety of our citizens, enforce the mask policy. The coronavirus is not over and it will not be
Order
over until our leaders ask this be taken seriously.

kerznerjessica@gmail.com

They NEED to follow the governor's mandate. Safety is a priority and Kansas has been doing well because of
the governor's ability to be proactive and not reactive. Let's stay ahead and wear masks by requirement versus
waiting until it's too late to then agree the move was the best decision and we didn't follow it. People who
don't like it have the option to stay home but most people need to be required to practice safety sadly. Let's do
the right thing and require people care about their health and the health of others.

Jessica

Kerzner

Masks

Molly

Bottenberg

Mobottenberg99@gmail.com

Masks

Nazanin

Hessabi

Naz.kind@yahoo.com

Mask wear

Sarah

Winslow

mrssarahwinslow@gmail.com

Mask Mandate

Paul

Lindstadt

David

Weninger

rascal25@cox.net
ATYCHIPHOBIA28@YAHOO.CO
M

Masks
Face masks
mandate

Michael
Leslie

Seybert
Holeman

ksdvrmike82@gmail.com
lesliegail22@yahoo.com

Jo

Mead

Pastorjo@uumc.net

Masks
churches
Please require
masks

I think if you’ve been tested for COVID and it came back negative the first time, you shouldn’t be required to
wear a mask. Masks are worn if YOU are sick or you’re caring for individuals that are sick. I think temperatures
and hand sanitizer should be required upon entry to each business, but I don’t think masks should be required.
Please make wearing a mask in public places mandatory in Sedgwick county. Please support our governor in
her efforts to keep our state safe.
I do not support the governor's attempt to require masks for citizens. Science aside, it is outside her scope of
authority.
I believe that face masks should be worn per Executive Order #20-52. This is to protect all of us and especially
those most vulnerable. Additionally, I strongly encourage you to make this enforceable with a fine as the
penalty. Thank you
I'm a veteran and I will not have my civil liberties stripped from me.I do not agree with this mandate, and "I
WILL NOT COMPLY"!!!!
Please use science to make this decision and not the over reaching attempts of our current governor to force
masks on the public. Science shows that masks are at best an ineffective strategy and possibly a health hazard
for the public. Please be leaders not sheep!
Are churches exempt particularly the minister and worship leaders from any mask mandates?
For community health, please enforce the wearing of masks when away from home. For the health of all we
each must do our part.

Pauline
Nancy

Ann

Justin

Robyn

Welch
Luttrell

Seybert

Moore

Young

pauliraerae@gmail.com
Nancy.luttrell@wichita.edu

Mandatory
masks Covid-19
Masks

amseybs@gmail.com

Gov. Kelly's
Mask
requirement

I can’t understand why you are not looking to the medical community for guidance co venting COVID -19 and
wearing a mask. Go with science please. Don’t be stupid about this. The younger group needs to know the
seriousness of it. How selfish NOT to wear a mask. Look to Dr Thomas Moore for guidance. Please don’t fight
the governor. You guys look ridiculous talking about rights and so on. Just be smart and wear a mask, social
distance and don’t be selfish like the president. Very sad
Please keep the mask requirement! It is so important in this time for public safety.
This is ridiculous; there is too much conflicting information whether the masks help or not and most people
aren't wearing or using the masks correctly in the first place. I strongly disagree with the mandatory mask
policy. If you're at risk, stay home and protected and if not, wash your hands and physically distance. Just be
smart and rational about it.

Please adopt
policies
consistent with
justin@doublearrowmetabolism the masking
.com
order

I'm a physician, and I believe in a mandatory masking order for the near future. The United States has less than
5% of the world's population, yet we have 25% of the world's COVID-19 cases and deaths. We cannot stay
socially distanced forever, so masking is the primary strategy at our disposal to save the lives of our elderly
population and speed our return to a normal life. Even 70% of the population wearing masks that were 60-70%
effective at blocking viral transmission--about the effectiveness of a cotton mask--would drastically shorten the
duration of the pandemic. Thanks for reading.

robynbrianna@hotmail.com

Gov. Kelly's mask mandate is a balanced approach to keep people safe and businesses open. Please show that
you not only value economic health, but public health as well. Businesses shouldn't have to independently
shoulder this decision. Results were clear in polls that Commissioner O'Donnell and the Wichita Business
Journal put out. You had an opportunity to establish regulations after the stay at home order ended, and
instead chose to do nothing and open high risk places. Now, our case numbers have surged. Having personally
lost someone to this virus, I can assure you looking at the stats feels very different, and I fear for where we are
headed without your support of this mandate. Let's use the tools we have to protect Sedgwick County.

Mask Mandate

Please help protect our city and county and mandate masks. We shut down and ruined our economy to help
get this under control and now cases are spiking and it feels that my now financial struggles are for nothing. I
was off work for 2 months and now struggling to make ends meet and for what? Cases are spiking. I do not
want to have to face another shut down because our family will not be able to survive that. I work in Therapy
PRN (as needed) at a local hospital because I stay home with my 2 toddlers. But I really need to be able to work
2-3 day’s a week to make ends meet. Please help make sure we do not face another shut down and please
mandate masks. Because so many people are refusing now to wear masks, my 1 and 3 year old stay home.
Please follow the mandate of the governor and the advice of health professionals. Masks should be required
for now.

Kristi

Brewer

Kristidbrewer@gmail.com

Masks

Angela

Cassette

Angela.cassette@gmail.com

Face masks

conpathall@att.net

I am respectfully submitting an opinion of opposition to the requirement of mask use in Sedgwick Co. I feel this
should be encouraged instead of mandated. I also feel it is the vendor/store/business owner’s prerogative to
post requirements for mask use for entry if they choose. Information should be easily accessible about the
Covid 19 statistics as well as valid data on why people should use masks. Then let the people decide. I feel
strongly that if the county decides to require mask use , then the other side of that coin is to open
Required Use of EVERYTHING up and let people and businesses get back to doing what they need/want to do within new
Masks
constraints of mask use. Learn to operate in the new way. We are a free people, let us exercise that freedom.

Connie

Haller

Carlos

Alfonso

mrcarlosalfonso@yahoo.com

Covid 19

No tyranny in Wichita. No masks. Supply the people with masks, goggles, face shields and hazmat suits if you
want to truly protect us.

Caroln

Matthews

matthewsjayhawk@gmail.com

Requiring Face
Masks in Public
Areas

Travis

Richardson

travisgrichardson@gmail.com

Mask Mandate

Brandi

Morrison

brandi.morrison30@gmail.com

Masks

I strongly support Governor Kelly’s mandatory mask order and urge you to allow it to remain in effect in
Sedgwick County. The relatively small effort of wearing a mask would reduce the community spread of the
novel coronavirus, allowing businesses to remain open and making it more likely that schools can open safely
for in person learning in August. There are three groups of people: (1) those who are already wearing a mask
and will continue to do so, (2) those who will never wear a mask, and (3) those who will wear a mask if it is
required. Overriding the executive order would serve only to please group 2, while allowing it to remain in
effect increases mask usage of group 3 and provides greater protection for the public.
Please do not overturn Governor Kelly's mask order. Coronavirus cases are spiking in Sedgwick County.
Businesses are voluntarily shutting down because of positive cases. People are choosing not to wear masks in
public when they are given the option. If this continues, we run the risk of ending up like Texas or Florida which
has resulted in shutting down businesses for a 2nd time. Please do not overturn something that helps keep
people safer, and allows businesses to continue operating. Listen to the health experts and help keep Sedgwick
County safe.
Why makes important now for months later when they would have done more good in March. We have been
told all along this is a virus. Instead of staying out should have been masks and then stay home if that didn't
work.

Face masks

I believe the potential benefits of wearing face masks in public outweigh the potential risks. I know people
don’t want to be told what to do and the masks can be uncomfortable, but mandating masks is in the best
interest for everyone. It can be the difference between stores and restaurants needing to close again or not,
causing more damage to our economy, and it can be the difference between life and death the way numbers
continue to rise. I hope this is viewed in a way that takes into account the health and safety of Kansans and
isn’t automatically made political. I’d rather have to wear masks now to avoid any potential risks than not have
to wear them and see a major negative impact to our health and economy.

Kaci

Kozik

Ragan.kaci@gmail.com

Mask
Requirement

Will the county be providing masks to the population, especially to areas of low income, to ensure that the
mandate is fair to all? If not, it seems to me that mandating a mask from low income persons that cannot
afford one, causes undue restrictions to that persons ability to provide for themselves or get needed services.
This needs to be addressed before we mandate something on the public.
Unque siento que no puedo respirarestoy a favor de que se use la máscara para protegerme a mí para
proteger a los demás.
I strongly support the Governor’s mask mandate. Let’s have the wisdom to take action before cases grow to an
unmanageable level and more people die.

William

Andrews

noemail@yahoo.com

Julisa

Lopez

aritayasmin@yahoo.com

Paicia

Hollister

phollister@cox.net

A favor
Governor Mask
Mandate

ddunlap59@yahoo.com

I implore you to leave the mask mandate as is – at least for the next 30 days. I think within 30 days we would
see whether it works or not. If it doesn’t, no big loss and at least our businesses can remain open in the
interim. The health of your constituents should NOT be a political decision. The alarms are going off, please do
not ignore them until it is too late. Listen to the experts on this, the science, the statistics, even the survey
Governor Kelly's results. The majority of Sedgwick County would prefer masks be mandated in public, they are just not as vocal
Mask Mandate as the naysayers. We are counting on you to keep our beautiful area safe for everyone.

Deanna

Dunlap

Karen

Maskell

Karenamaskell@gmail.com

My family is in full support of Governor Kelly’s mask order. It is a small ask to require people to wear masks in
public places and outdoors where social distancing cannot take place. My mask could help someone else and
their mask may help to protect me. Masks can be worn to prevent transmission to others which is very
Governor kelly’s important for the safety of our community. I wear my mask to show I care about others and our community
mask order
and hope others will do the same for me and my family.

Masks

I want the commissioners to mandate masks in any business or public gathering . If someone does not want to
wear a mask, they do not have to enter the business. I'm really tired of this going on so long just because you
are afraid of enforcing something to keep people safe. I will pay attention to who cares about the people of
this county & will NOT vote for any of you who don't support mask wearing.
I am not wearing a so called mask what's Gov Kelly going to do force abortions on my family?
Please reject the governor’s mandate for masks. Many of us do it voluntarily and those who don’t have every
right. People who are needing to isolate can do that. Let the rest be out earning a living who are willing to take
the risk. Also, the death rate is dropping even while infection rate climbs. Please don’t listen to every chicken
little in Sedgwick county. Thank you.
Some citizens can not wear masks. My husband is a disabled vetern who has been diagnosed with PTSD. He
risks his mental wellbeing everytime he has to put one on. We have been socially distancing ourselves
whenever we are out. I also am a disabled vetern (ptsd). And I have panic attacks leaving the house by myself.
If we had to wear masks, we would basically have to be quarantined completely until the order was lifted.
Talking with neighbors and friends we dont feel a mask order is necessary. We should be treated like adults,
who can be trusted to take care of ourselves and our neighbors. If we are looking for ways to stop the spread
close the bars and liquor stores. No one is worried about distancing while they are drunk or partying.
I do not believe the county should require masks. That should be a personal decision left up to the individual.

Sherri
John

Green
McCoy

sherrig@seniorservicesofwichita Mandated face
.org
masks in public
offtoou@yahoo.com
Gov Kelly

Karen

Hamlin

karen_lou55@hotmail.com

Mary

Harmon

Pinksamust@yahoo.com

Masks being
required

Marissa

Williams

Redmarissa@gmail.com

Masks

Nedra

Tyree

nedra.tyree@gmail.com

Virginia

Ternes

csjp1@cox.net

Amy

Seery

Amy.seery@ascension.org

Renee

Weir

reneesh76@hotmail.com

I'm not a fan of this EO. The numbers do not support this mandate that will infringe on every person's rights. It
should be voluntary, the way it's been until now. Sedgwick County's numbers are miniscule per capita. This
mandate will kill businesses that are just now starting to profit again after the lockdown. Please help small
business owners and disregard this mandate. With law enforcement admitting there's nothing to enforce, it
will mean that people will be getting into arguments with possible violence because some will not comply with
Masks
this order. Just keep our county the way it is!
Please do not require citizens of Sedgwick County to wear masks since our active cases are so low & we are in
masks
more danger wearing one than not.
As a pediatrician I fully support Gov Kelly’s mask mandate. I ask the county commissioners to also support this
evidence-based measure that will help to protect our community AND will allow our economy to get back on
track. Decisive action today will literally save lives in the coming weeks. Let us be an example of a successful
and proactive community rather than one of histories tragedies. Masks work, they are safe, and they are cost
Masks
effective.
No on requiring masks, we do not live under dictatorship, we know the precautions that need to be taken. Why
Requiring Masks are you leading people in FEAR?

Kathy

Campbell

soupson25@gmail.com

Mask mandate

Andrew

Bauer

andrewtbauer@gmail.com

No Masks

Jonathan

Just

JonathanJust40@gmail.com

Masks

Anonymous

Resident

Jennifer

Elliott

Julie

Etzler

Dee

Monica

Horner

Gamboa

Please vote to enforce the mask mandate issued by the governor. We are not Sedgwick county residents,
however we are 30 miles away and we used to come to Wichita frequently. Since opening we have noticed
mask wearing in Wichita is not being done much, other than ourselves and we will stop coming for business if
there is no improvement. I believe there are others from our community who feel the same way.
Please do not approve the mask mandate. As an analyst I’ve been tracking the data from KDHE and the trends
do not support it.
I do not support the governors mandate. I will not be forced to put something on my face that makes me touch
my face to adjust and remove it with dirty hands. It just doesn’t make sense. Plus people don’t even wear them
correctly.

Demanding mask wearing is the equivalent to other countries demanding head coverings for women. It should
Fakeemail@fakeemail.com
Masks
be a basic human right to decide whether we want our faces covered up by masks.
I have been a Sedgwick county resident for my entire life and I am opposed to the mask ordinance. It is a
control mechanism sit in place by a governor is vying to be the next Hillary Clinton. Medical studies do not
prune the effectiveness of an ask and I believe that heard immunity is the best alternative as it always has in
Jennifer.Elliott@hubinternationa
for any virus. Thank you for allowing me to comment on this very controversial topic. And thank you for doing
l.com
Mask Ordinance the right thing!
Please enforce the mask mandate. It would be careless not to, especially with cases increasing so rapidly. The
numbers speak for themselves, and unfortunately this is something that we need for people to follow
directions and keep everyone safe and healthy. This is the best option to keep the economy open and not have
etzlerjm@gmail.com
Mask Mandate another shutdown.

dee.horner@gmail.com

Governor Kelly's Wearing a mask is NOT an inconvenience. It's NOT too much to ask. If you want it to go away, just wear a
mask mandate mask. No one is closing down the economy, just wear a mask.

Monicamona2001@yahoo.com Mask Mandate

Diane

Rich

dianelrich@hotmail.com

Masks

Cassandra

Sines

Cassandra.sines@gmail.com

Masks

Please please support the Governors call to wear masks; we need to navigate through this pandemic in a
responsible manner. We need the county to help us; we need to wear masks, the sooner we do this, and the
more people we have acting responsibly, the sooner we’ll get through this.
I understand that the Governor is trying to "protect" us by mandating the wearing of masks, but I am truly
conflicted by masks! OSHA says that they are not effective for this situation, but state doctors are saying that
they are. I don't like to be told what to do by our government. I think that we should educate ourselves and
that we can make up our own minds about wearing them. My biggest concern is even if you, as our county
commissioners, don't require them, those of us that choose not to wear them will be bullied into wearing
them. I do think that it should be up to the certain places of business to decide whether or not to require them.
Then, we as customers, can decide whether or not to go to those businesses that require them.
We MUST mandate masks or we are going to have NO chance of getting rid of this awful virus! Please do what
is right for our community!!!!!!

Mathew

Muether

mathew.muether@gmail.com

Please support
mandatory
public masks

I am a WSU employee, father of 2 school-aged boys, and husband to a small business owner. I hope that you
will choose to let stand the Governor's mask requirement and set a unified message to our community of the
importance of mask-wearing in our community. The state and county's current increase in COVID cases is
hurting opportunities to do business with out-of-state partners. Further, I am very concerned that we are on a
path that will cripple schools' abilities to reopen safely. I believe that masks (alongside social distancing, crowd
control, hygiene) are needed in Sedgwick county. I had hoped that our residents would practice these
measures on their own but very few seem to understand why, when, or what they should be doing.
As a new father and someone who works an essential job, trucking industry, I see people everyday, and
everyday is a huge risk for my family. If masks can even be a small help (which science says they are very
effective in slowing the spread) then this mask order is not only important but essential to continue our way of
life without putting our loved ones at risk. Please, please please, enforce this mask order so me and thousands
of people like me can provide for our families without the constant fear of what we might bring home with us.
Listen to the science, not the politics do what's best for the people of Sedgwick county and Wichita.

Shawn

Stockemer

shawn.stockemer@gmail.com

Masks in public

Joleen

Webb

joleenw@cox.net

Janice

Walton

Jdw.walton@gmail.com

Wearing masks
Mask
Requirement

Jeff

Schmidt

Wizdomanation@protonmail.co
m
Masks

Catrina

Chavez

catrina.chavez@yahoo.com

Masks

Charissa
Chasity

Garding
Page

Charissa.garding@gmail.com
chasitygrogan@hotmail.com

Cheryl
Richard

Lee
Smith

cherillee@sbcglobal.net
ricksmith1110@yahoo.com

Jordan

Lydon

lydon.jp18@gmail.com

Mask Mandate
Mask Mandate
Mandatory
Masks
COVID
Mask
Requirement

Paul

Luna

luna.paul76@gmail.com

Mask Mandate

We need to be wearing masks in public. Please support Gov. Kelly in her push to contain this virus!!
Masks should be 100% mandated! This is your chance to help slow the spread in Sedgwick County of Covid-19!
In regards to masks Mandate. First, I cant breath in masks. I am against Governor Kelly's mandate. They are not
safe actually concentrating carbon dioxide. They are unproven to prevent Covid 19. If so show me the Scientific
data to support. The number of covid deaths are very low. The more testing you do the more cases you will
find. It isnt a good gauge. How many hospitalzations and deaths are the ones too watch. It is a freedom of
choice. Why should you try to force people, against their will, to do something that is unpoven to be able to
stop covid 19. If people out in public was forced too wear masks, and it's 100 degrees, it cause more problems,
than the one it supposedly trying to prevent. It is not right or healthy. Thank you.
Making face masks mandatory will be detrimental to our fragile economy especially small businesses. I believe
cases have increased due to more people are getting tested.
We will not be complying with the Mask order. I feel that this is a personal descion for each person to make. I
also feel that this will drastically increase animosity between community members. Since this is an
unenforceable order anyway it will simply result in more unneeded calls to police and stress on the workers of
local business. Fights will break out and people will spit on each other. Our numbers do not warrant this
extreme governance.
I believe the mask mandate should be enforced in Sedgwick County.
Wearing a mask should be 100% voluntary. Never should there be a mandate like this in America!
Heck yes people need to wear a mask in public!!
Please do not enforce this insane mask "order"
Me and many I know will not be told by Govt. Edict that we must wear a mask as per Governor. We have and
use common sense and will continue to use it. Wiil affect businesses as well, if mandated. I have lost my job
from this covid stuff, the public has done what we were asked to. Hell I have lost my job due to this covid stuff.
Enough is enough! This will affect the economy even more!

I expect our county to not uphold an unconstitutional order from our Governor forcing Kansans to wear masks.
Those who need to to feel protected as always retain their personal freedom to do so. Upholding the
Governors order is both unconstitutional and completely unrealistic to enforce, out of respect to our officers,
our rights, our laws, and most importantly the Constitution (so close to Independence Day I might add!) I
expect the county to vote to not uphold the order and allow Kansans to exercise their personal freedom to
wear or not wear a mask when they see fit.
My husband and I hate wearing masks. My husband is an appliance repair man. Several times a day, he has to
go into a house that doesn’t have air conditioning or a hot garage to fix a refrigerator and he can barely
breathe. I am very claustrophobic and struggle to breathe with something over my nose and mouth. Please
please please don’t make it mandatory. People should be able to make their own decisions on the issue
without being forced.

Jesse

Mahannah

Mahannah.jesse@gmail.com

Mask Order

Trisha

Moore

Tlm82682@yahoo.com

Masks

Gageshomework@yahoo.com

It is critical to me and my family that Sedgwick County fully enforces the Kansas Mask Order. We have no
Please Enforce restrictions in place to slow the spread of COVID-19. It is essential that residents wear masks in public spaces
the Kansas Mask to slow the spread of the disease and save the lives of your constituents. If the order is not enforced, it will not
Order
be followed and it is critical that the order be followed. Thank you for your time.

Gage

Webb

David

Hahn

davidmhahn10@gmail.com

Bri

Parker

briparker@cox.net

Angie

Muether

angie.muether@gmail.com

Briann

Glass

bglass9981@yahoo.com

Michael
Paulinda

Koehn
Wynn

Mlkoehn@yahoo.com
pwynn4@hotmail.com

Masks
Mask
requirement

My wife is an asthmatic, pregnant woman. My mom and dad both have compromised immune systems due to
different issues. If there is even a slight chance that masks could help prevent the spread of this disease, I don't
understand why we don't take the steps to find out. It is a piece of fabric. I don't like wearing mine. It is hot, I
have a beard, it catches on my hearing aid. But I do it because I hope it can help protect my loved ones. This
isn't the same as seat belts or other type laws where people get to make their own choice. The choices others
make could drastically affect me and my family. It could literally kill them. I don't know if masks will help but I
don't get why don't we at least try. Please don't be selfish.
Please support the Governor's mask requirement for the health and safety of the county!

Please uphold Governor Kelly’s mandatory mask Executive Order. As a local business owner, I feel that
mandatory mask wearing in Sedgwick County is an important step to keeping our community members safe. I
Please uphold
feel that the majority of Sedgwick County citizens are in support of doing what is necessary to keep our citizens
Governor Kelly’s safe and our community as open as possible. I believe wearing masks is the best defense as has been shown
mandatory mask through scientific studies. It is also important to me to have the schools and Universities in operation this fall.
Executive Order. Slowing the spread is the only way that we will be able to open schools safely. Thank you.
I am asking that you vote "no" on the mask mandate that Gov Kelly is trying to enforce. She is overstepping her
authority. HB 2016 gives the county commissioners the option to make their own decision. I hope Sedwick,
Say "NO" to
like many other KS counties, continues to reopen and allow residents to make choices for their own health. A
Mandatory
one size fits all is NOT a good approach for the 105 uniquely different counties in KS. It's not a good approach
Masks
for individuals either.
I wanted to let you know that I’m against making masks mandatory. We can allow unmasks people to protest
and riot, but now we need to wear masks. This is why the number of positive cases are on the rise. I will
Mandatory
peacefully protest this Draconian measure by not wearing a mask. Please over turn this overreach by our
Masks
Governor.
COVID mask
Please do not force people wearing masks and vote to bypass governors order.

Heather

Neer

neer.heather@gmail.com

Crystal

Nevins

crystal.nevins@yahoo.com

Melissa
Lawrence

Knoeber
Walton

melissaknoeber@gmail.com
Waltonlj@gmail.com

Shawna

Eric

Patrick

Kelsey

Justine

Jones

Seyb

Haller

Moore

Caudell

I, like others, am forced to wear a mask for 8nhours a day at work. I suffer from chronic migraines that were
under control with medication until these masks came along. Now I am back to having daily migraines. I only
go to the grocery store, and no, I don't wear a mask when I go. But, I don't get close enough to anyone to
spread whatever germs I have. My 6 year old daughter doesn't understand how to wear a mask properly. Or
that she can't wear the one that her aunt made her 3 months ago that she's been carrying in her toy bag since.

Mask
requirement
Support the
Governor's mask County Commissioners, please support the Governor's mask order and Dr. Minns' other recommendations. The
order
inconvenience is worth saving lives.
Please do not vote against the wearing of masks. We must try everything we can to help show the spread of
COVID-19. We can work while wearing masks, but we can't work, or continue to operate, if we are sick or have
Masks
sick employees. Wearing a mask is not a political statement.
Mask
Masks should be required.

CoVID-19 and
Masks

Masks in public places needs to be enforced. This has been done in other countries and they have seen
infections drop to where they are manageable, and their economies can continue. If we want our economy to
be viable and avoid another shut down, we need to do the right thing for public health. There was pushback
against seat belts when they came out too. But businesses need to be able to stay open, and the way to do
that right now is through requiring everyone to wear a mask to protect others. If it is not enforced, and left
only as a recommendation, history has shown us that it will not work and we will see more needless death and
suffering. Why wait for death to prove what we already know?

ericseyb@gmail.com

Mask
requirement

This seems like a no brainier decision. There has been plenty of evidence to show that a mask can limit the
spread of droplets from individuals. Wearing a mask will still allow people to go to work, stores, bars,
restaurants, and sporting events without possibly creating more COVID-19 cases. It's a simple thing to do
without impacting our economy. The last thing we need is to shut things down again because we let the virus
get out of hand. Why would we not listen to Dr. Minns? I'm not a Dr and neither are any of you. From what I've
seen you all seem to respect him so why wouldn't we take his professional advice? Our health care workers are
wearing them hours on end so I don't think it would be that much to ask for the rest of is to it too.

patrickhalller1998@gmail.com

Governor's Mask
Mandated
I do not support the governor's state wide mandated mask requirement. This is not a requirement I want living
Order: NO
in Sedgwick County Kansas. It should be individual free choice/decision to wear or not wear a mask.

Soseneda@gmail.com

kmoore1709@yahoo.com

Mask
enforcement

The answer here is obvious. Not just to me, but to the entire world (other than the morons who think they are
more knowledgable than the disease experts). Enforce the order. It is the SIMPLEST request to ask everyone
to wear a mask and to enforce it. Wearing a mask is one of the most patriotic things that one can do at this
time. Obviously what we have in place right now (or don't have in place) is not working. CLEARLY. Enforce
the mandate or the blood will be on your hands. And The People will remember who screwed up when it
comes time to vote. This is a simple decision medically, morally, and even politically. Make the right decision.

Justine.caudell@gmail.com

Proper use of
Masks/Face
Coverings

It is imperative that anyone wearing a face covering ensure they cover their mouth AND nose. Especially those
who work in and around service industries (ex. food service workers and food handlers). If we are not going to
regress in our phases of reopening, there will be more spread with more restaurant patronage. Breathing
directly on food for lack of a mask or of a properly worn mask should be akin to not washing one’s hands.

Jamie

Geldrig

Unicorn_walker@yahoo.com

Masks

I think it should have been mandatory in the beginning. I am for, requiring masks. Although I also agree that
police should not have to enforce it. Stores should refuse service to those without, but should also be able to
offer masks for people that don't have them.

Stan

Bergkamp

Mrphyziks@hotmail.com

Masks

Guadalupe

Martinez

gmartinorth@gmail.com

Masks

As a teacher of science and one who has studied the topic of wearing masks extensively, I implore you to
maintain the policy of wearing masks in public! There is no credible research that negates the added
reductions of transmission gained from wearing masks. Listen to the health experts!!
Make the masks mandatory here in Wichita. There are people who might have it, don't know it and are
unknowingly spreading it. This can't be turned into a political issue but more of a health issue. We HAVE to
flatten the curve! Please make them mandatory! I am going to wear my mask.

Rreimer83@gmail.com

Mask
Requirement

I would support the requirement of masks as research has shown wearing masks helps reduce the spread of
COVID-19 and the community should do their part to help protect others and slow the spread of the virus.

Jgeringer121@yahoo.com

There are many studies on both sides on whether masks are helpful or harmful. I listened carefully to Dr. Fauci
telling us not to wear masks along with his reasons why they were not affective. Several months later he
reversed himself. There have been so many contradictions coming from the so called experts - the virus is
easily transmitted on surfaces/the virus is not easily transmitted on surfaces- the virus is easily passed by
Mandatory mask people who are asymptomatic/the virus is not easily passed by people who are asymptomatic. Who do we
requirement
believe? Certainly not our elected officials! NO MANDATORY MASKS NOW OR EVER!

Rachel

Jan

Mike

Melissa

Jenny

Kim

Reimer-Kouame

Geringer

Coates

Winter

Farney

Farha

jmichaelcoates@gmail.com

muppet1@hotmail.com

Jfarney@usd259.net

Farha@hitefanning.com

Mask
requirements

As someone who works in healthcare I fully support strict enforcement of mandatory masks in the state. Yes it
is in inconvenience, BUT I would rather see mandatory masks instead of an economic shutdown. Had we had
mandatory masks in the beginning I can almost guarantee we never would have had to have a shutdown.
Requiring masks will support the overall health of the community and we will see that elected officials care
about the community not winning a re-election.

Masks

My husband works in Wichita, and we live in Butler county. I worry daily about him contracting Covid at his
work and bringing it home. The mask requirement will help keep him and others safe. The rate of infection in
Sedgwick County is rising exponentially. If we want to prevent another shut-down of businesses, we must get
the infection rate under control. What is currently being done is obviously NOT working. Please require masks
in public spaces in Sedgwick County. It is you responsibility as elected officials to keep your constituents safe. If
I choose to wear a mask (which I have, since they we first recommended), I still cannot feel any sense of safety
when I am surrounded by others who do not wear masks.

Mandatory
masks

Please enforce governor Kelly’s mask order. With several high risk family members, it is infuriating to go out
and see people not wearing masks. It is a simple way to keep COVID19 numbers down. To avoid another
shutdown, keep businesses open, and to ensure kids can go back to school in person in the fall, I think it is
essential that masks are mandatory. It is not enough to “encourage” or to leave to choice up to individuals.
Clearly there are so many people ignoring this recommendation, which is why our governors order needs to be
enforced in businesses and all of Sedgwick county’s public areas. Thank you.

MASKS

Please vote to adopt Governor Kelly’s executive order from this week on the mandatory wearing of masks.
They are the only way we are going to be able to keep our businesses open and keep the coronavirus in check.

Rachel
Ronald

Conrady
Collier

Lindsey

Fry

Jason

Vanlandingham

Charlotte

Shideler

Lacey

Jones

Sherri

Dishman

Loretta

Scott

Beth

Deaton Purkey

conrady_rachel@hotmail.com
Wuhoggie@gmail.com

Masks
Mask mandate

I am high risk due to having multiple sclerosis, and I wear a mask every day. Wearing a mask is a simple and
effective way to reduce the spread of COVID-19. You cannot put a value on a human life, so any minor
discomfort that comes from wearing a mask is well justified. Please make masks mandatory and follow the
Governor's order.
The county should follow the mandate from governor Kelly for make wearing in public.

I think this is a great and simple thing to do to help slow the second wave of covid that is sweeping across the
country. As someone who is immunocompromised and can’t just stay home. Very small ask to potentially help
lfry123@aol.com
Masks in public save so so many lives. Please make this enforceable and follow the guidance of the doctors.
With the rapid spread of COVID 19 in Sedgwick county, it would be highly irresponsible to not mandate the
wearing of masks in public. While some find this to be an inconvenience and choose to politicize, this is not a
matter that we should willfully disobey. Wearing of a mask is the only sure way that we can help to protect
JWVanlandingham013@gmail.co Masks for
one another in public settings. I would ask the commission to act responsibly in public interest and enforce the
m
Sedgwick County Governor‘s recent guideline.
I fully support Governor Kelly's executive order mandating the use of facemasks. Please make sure that
Facemasks
shidelerc@aol.com
Sedgwick County abides by it. Thank you.
Requiring them is absurd. Businesses alreadybhave the right to refuse service- this applies to masks being
worn. Let businesses decide and the rest of us can make the choice. Also, our law enforcement- both county
and city- have more pressing matters to deal with. Have you seen the call log these officers already have? They
have been on overdrive since the ridiculous protests/rioting and do need anymore stress added to them. Set
up a hotline of people want to complain- like they do for fireworks- but dont make anyone enforce this
Laceyb1978@gmail.com
Masks
“mandatory” order.
Until every is required to wear masks in public, we will never stop the spread of COVID 19. Many residents will
Mask
not feel comfortable going out and our economy will continue to sputter along for much longer. Please
Sdish618@sbcglobal.net
requirement
endorse the Governor’s mandatory mask requirement.
Please! Support the Governors mask mandate! We opened too early and now we are paying the price. Masks
lscott0071@cox.net
Masks
will help slow the spread of the virus.
Asymptomatic Does anyone have information on how many of the asymptomatic people who where voluntarily tested have
babywyattsmommy@gmail.com test results
had a positive test result?

Amee

Reynolds

nurselooney@sbcglobal.net

Mask
Enforcement

Tracy

Hopper

tracy@thopper.net

Masks

Shannon

Patterson

Spatterson11@cox.net

Mask Mandate

Please enforce mask wearing in public spaces. Too many people aren't masking appropriately and our COVID
numbers keep increasing. Wearing a mask is a sign of respect as it is to help prevent the spread of the masked
individual's germs to others within the vicinity. As someone who works with the general public in the hospital, I
do not want to see more healthy people without underlying medical issues severely affected. Without the
threat to enforce, I feel this ruling will not be followed. This is especially important in situations of food
preparation. With as much as 30% of the COVID+ population being truly asymptomatic, they can be passing the
infection onto others without knowing.
PLEASE support wearing masks! Trying to save lives is worth the discomfort. Your right to not wear a mask
doesn't override my right to live. Also, we're never going to be able to fully reopen the economy until we can
stop the virus - we need jobs for everyone.
Please do not let this mask mandate take away athletics and exercise from our youth. My children just got back
to their swim practices and conditioning and would be devastated and depressed if it is all taken away again.
Children under 18 have such a low risk from this virus. Please be smart with our youth. This mandate will turn
their worlds upside down again.

Stephen

Nikole

Weir

English

sweir69@hotmail.com

Nikole.english@yahoo.com

Aimee

Poore

Aimee.poore@yahoo.com

Salvador

Loera

Loerasalvador@hotmail.com

Beth

Gamble

Nbgamble@aol.com

Kim

Wells

kwells72@cox.net

Sheila

Raymond

sraymond1@cox.net

Karen

Zehr

kzehr@sbcglobal.net

Karin

Glenn-Miller

k_gmiller@yahoo.com

Wade

Walker

wadeswalker@gmail.com

Kris

Whitlow

Redsaab@hotmail.com

Mask mandate

PLEASE disregard the Governor's mask mandate!! Despite what she claims, the evidence is EXTREMELY mixed
as to whether they are actually effective, and in some cases, can even be a detriment. In light of conflicting
scientific data as to their effectiveness, this should NOT be mandatory, but rather a matter of individual
choice. I have first hand experience...my wife and I are both recovered from COVID, and she is a nurse at
Clearwater Nursing home. The site of one of the clusters. She was wearing a mask AND gown since March 1st,
and STILL contracted it, testing positive April 18th...and I 2 days later. PLEASE DO NOT MAKE THIS ORDER
MANDATORY!! Sincerely, Stephen Weir

Facemasks

Requiring people to wear a mask is just down right stupid... some people have hyper ventilation issues when
they can’t breath fresh air.. and it’s hot as heck outside so that also isn’t the smartest to make people wear a
mask! It already sucks breathing in hot air! Let us be free Americans like the constitution intends us to be!

Mandatory
Masks
Enforce the
mandate

Masks
Mandatory
masks

No thanks. You will lose a lot of economic recovery and jobs, for 1,000s of people like myself will cut our
spending dollars even further from not being allowed to freely roam in our stores. Furthermore, as a person
with severe allergies and asthma I simply cannot wear a mask any more than I am required to to earn a living!
And I am greatly concerned of sheltering my immune system With a mask!
Hopefully businesses can and hopefully will be able to enforce this mandate. It's best for everyone.
I respectfully request that Sedgwick County mandate the wearing of masks in public places. As someone with
both parents in long term care, I and others in similar situations will not be able to hug our loved ones until
COVID is under control. Wearing a mask means you care about the well being of whoever you encounter in
the stores and streets.
No way. It is against my constitutional rights. I am an adult and I can decide for myself and what I am
comfortable with. Government is not my mother.

Governor
mandate to wear It puts law enforcement in an untenable position to enforce an executive order to which there is not a law to
masks in public back it up.
Please uphold the Governor's mask order. Masks have been proven to slow the spread of COVID but requires
Require masks at least 80% compliance and will allow our state and county to remain open.
Yes, I agree with the Governor on the issue of face masks. This is a public health issue for the good of our
Face masks
community. It has nothing to do with politics or civil rights.
I strongly urge our commissioners to opt out of 20-52! All this does is create more tension between citizens,
law enforcement and local businesses. The mask is just for the perception of safety ANYWAYS. The incorrect
usages of masks, the fact we're doing this 3 months after the initial spike, the fact that deaths are in decline,
the fact that the SC Sherrif won't enforce this... this is just virtual signaling. It creates an absolute false sense of
security. I STRONGLY URGE our commissioners to have common sense and reject this! Local businesses are
20-52 : requiring impacted because we won't deal with this ridiculous mandate. People I know have said they won't visit local
of masks
places if they have to wear a mask.
Besides the fact that masks have been proven to NOT prevent the spread of coronavirus, enforcement of the
No mask
ridiculous order by the governor is a violation of our American rights. Wearing a mask should be the choice of
enforcement
individuals, not an order by the governor.

Matthew

Marble

marbleict@icloud.com

NO MASKS

William

Alexander

Jim

Basham

Wbalexander78.wa@gmail.com Face Masks On
Mandatory
jbasham@crownuptown.com
Masks

Please decide to NOT enforce Gov. Kelly’s mask order. This is frankly government mandated, government
approved clothing. Such a thing violates my constitutional right to free speech. Gov. Kelly’s tweets this morning
on the issue insinuate that we will not be allowed to remain open if we don’t comply. This is blackmail, plain
and simple. Please wholeheartedly reject Gov. Kelly’s mask mandate.
I think the commission should follow the recommendations of health professionals and follow the Governor's
order on mandatory masks.
My comment is, require residents to wears masks! This has nothing to do with peoples individual "rights" but
everything to do with public safety!

Vickie

Scroggin

vickiescroggin@gmail.com

I wish to address the county's response to the Governor's Executive Order NO 20-52 requiring individuals to
wear face coverings in public. I feel while wearing masks may provide some (although not proven) protection
Governor's
against spreading disease, this order is a violation of personal freedoms and is an gross overreach of the
Executive Order government. Please do not subject the residents of Sedgwick County to this mandate and allow residents to
NO.20-52
take personal responsibility for their health.

Sarah
Lois

Forster
Debozy

sarf515@gmail.com
Lad2992@gmail.com

Mask Mandate
Masks

Patricia

Tuzzio

patriciatuzzio@gmail.com

Aaron

Tull

Im.aaron.tull@gmail.com

Bonn

Mandatory Face Face masks or other facial coverings MUST become mandatory in public gatherings (indoor and outdoor)
Smbonn@shockers.wichita.edu Masks NEEDED before an at-large quarantine is required.

Moon

rwmoon@gmail.com

Sierra

Robert

As a teacher and citizen worried for our economy, I ask that the mask mandate be enforced in Sedgwick
County. I fear another closing is looming if we do not start taking educated steps to curb the increase in cases.
Masks should be a choice not a requirement. Please vote no for mandatory masks.
Do not agree on wearing masks it should be up to the person not someone else if you're scared fine wear one
Covid
but others shouldn't have to.
Requiring facemask in sedgwick county is a joke. Less than .2% of the local population has contracted the virus.
There is no need to infringe upon the personal liberties of the population simply because a fraction of a
percent of that population has been infected, and only a fraction of those infected have an actual risk of death.
Required masks The over reach needs to end.

Masks

Please follow the recommendations of our governor and the medical community and put the mask
recommendations in place for Sedgwick County. Don’t play politics with public health and safety.

David

Scharven

david4jc94@sbcglobal.net

Mask Order

Kerry

Moss-Davis

kerrymossdavis@gmail.com

Masks

Barbara

Sprayberry

curt.spray@yahoo.com

Mask mandate

I hear all the time that "science" backs the wearing of these masks, yet these same professionals also admit
that unless it is an N-95 type mask, it will not prevent us from becoming ill. I think it is a political maneuver
that will not slow the spread of the disease, when what we should be concerned about are the large gatherings
and medical care facilities. I hope the county chooses to opt out of the unreasonable intrusion, especially since
local law enforcement had already deemed it unenforceable, and focuses on real implementations to fight a
disease with a 98% survivability rate. Thank you for your time.
I am in favor of requiring the wearing of masks in public, with the exception of children 3 and under. I believe it
to be an ignorant, selfish choice not to.
Just want it known that I do not want mandated mask. I am an adult and quite capable of deciding whether or
not I need to wear one. Highly irritated that Governor Laura Kelly wants to try to take away my independence
on Independence Day.

Masks

Please support the order to wear masks. It's the only way we have to keep each other safe. I know they are
uncomfortable. We should be willing to be uncomfortable to keep each other safe.

Connie

Frederking

connie@conniefred.net

John

Borrego

Jborrego332@yahoo.com

Required
Masking

Jordan

McKenzie

Jmckenzie0256@yahoo.com

Masking
mandate

Lynn

Craft

lc1958@outlook.com

Governors
mandate on
wearing masks

Lynette

Flinn

Mlflinn@cox.net

Masks

Iris

Martin

Martin.iris11@gmail.com

Mask!

Darla

Brown

Sdarlabrown@yahoo.com

wearing masks

Katie
Zach

Roggenbaum
Kowalski

Kate.jones19@gmail.com
zandblou@sbcglobal.net

Craig

Davis

Cdavis169@cox.net

Scott

Athey

scottathey93@yahoo.com

I believe Sedgwick County should adopt the required masking mandate. Our covid numbers are rising and this
is a very small sacrifice we as citizens need to make to ensure that our community stays safe and to avoid
another economic shutdown. The only way this can be achieved is if Sedgwick County requires masking so that
(majority of) businesses requiring masking in their establishments. This will help to keep our community safe
while allowing businesses to continue to stay open and function fairly normal. This is not a political decision,
this is a public health decision. Do the responsible thing for your community.
I think enforcement of public masking in not practical. However, I do think it is a very low cost investment that
can pay off by avoiding future shutdowns. All I can ask is that you implore people to take personal
responsibility and mask themselves in appropriate settings. please ask that businesses do their part by
requiring masks. This doesn’t need to be political or controversial if people can just do their part to protect
others.
Surely if we all use our common sense then of course we should be wearing masks!! This is not political. It is
simply that we should be caring for ourselves and others to help prevent the spread of the virus. It will not be
forever. We should be serious about the advice of the medical professionals and we should be wearing masks
in all public places. I hope that the people deciding on this issue will use their common sense and their
compassion for others when they decide on this issue. Thank you.
I am in favor of a requirement for masks to be worn in public to slow down the spread of COVID-19 and further
damage to our economy. This should not be a political issue, but one of public and economic health for our
community.
UMM so what does the mean that there is a mandate by the governor we wear a mask? Will the county be
enforcing this?? Will you be arrested or fined if you don't?I really hope you're doing something to help
overturn this mandate or you will not receive my vote next term!!!!!
Wearing masks in Sedgwick County should not be required. It is a personal choice. If masks work and you are
wearing one it doesn't matter if I'm wearing one or not. Your mask will protect you. If this is not the case, then
why would you force someone to wear one? I am not sick so why should I be forced to wear a mask? This is
America and we have freedoms. If someone is worried about getting sick they should be the ones to stay
home. MASKS SHOULD NOT BE REQUIRED

As an immune compromised person with two children that are also immune compromised, I urge the
commission to mandate masks in public. This ain’t a political issue, it’s a matter of public health. We require
people to wear clothing to go out in public and there is no infringement of personal freedoms to ask people to
wear a mask as well. Every survey conducted has shown that the majority of citizens wish to have a mask
mandate. When the results of one survey were showing this, it was deleted. Such a shame that if the results
don’t fit one’s agenda, they try to pretend as if it never happened. The commission has the opportunity to do
Mask Mandate the right thing and try and prevent more families from burying their loved ones. Do the right thing!
Masks
Please keep the wearing of masks by citizens an optional activity.
I noticed a special meeting regarding requiring masks. YES! Science and the math proves masks help decrease
Support for
potential exposure. It’s a small inconvenience versus watching someone lying in a bed gasping and slowly
Requiring Masks dying.

Mask order

Please take special consideration with this issue. But I feel like individuals liberties and rights and being taken
away one at a time. The old adage “Give them an inch and they take a mile” is very true. We are a free people
with a right to choose. I am asking that you say no to this mandate the governor has ordered.

Johna

Pierce

Jkpierce999@gmail.com

Lindsay
CAROL

Mercell-Vars
CLEMENCE

lmvars@gmail.com
carclem60@gmail.com

Kim

Loving

kdloving@hotmail.com

Stefani

Bowling

Flydogg2@yahoo.com

Jennifer
Rick

Kirk
Prather

jennyannkirk@gmail.com
cameo9772@gmail.com

Tim

Berry

tberry67212@gmail.com

Ashlie

Brockleman

DocTalk03@Gmail.com

Jody

Mcdonald

Jodymac10@gmail.com

Sheryl

Buchanan

scbgtb@sbcglobal.net

Holly

Forman

hollyhillseos@gmail.com

Anna

Jocelyn

Dixon

Reid

Dixonanna24@gmail.com

jlreid1968@att.net

Mask
requirment

I think it's very important to stick with the Governor's order and require masks everywhere. It's proven to help
so much.

Mask mandate
Facemasks
Mask
Requirement

I think it should be left up to the individual to decide if they want to wear a mask or not, unless that person is
also required to isolate due to having covid19 - in which case they shouldn’t be going out in public anyway.
Please do not require facemasks as mandatory, but as a recommendation. Thanks.
Please enforce the state order. Sedgwick County's cases are rising and it has to be stopped now. This is a
matter of people's lives.

Facemask
Mandate

Please vote to keep our freedom of choice. When the science is behind the legislation, then it justifies it.
There is no scientific data to justify this manadate (as Dr. Minns stated at the board meeting - it is only his
opinion - CDC says they ‘may’ help to stop the spread) In the process, it takes away our freedom of choice that
many men & women have fought & died to keep for us. In the court of law, there are no grey areas & until
there is the data to back it up, the facemask issue is in the grey.
Please uphold the governors mandate for mask requirements. People do not want to be inconvenienced, but it
is absolutely necessary to reduce the spread of this virus. We want to be back in school, and we want our lives
to return to normal. We need to be wearing masks when we are out and about. Please do the right thing.
It is my right to decide for myself whether to wear a mask or not. veto the governor's orders.
Please uphold the mask mandate signed by governor Kelly. It is vital to recover in this pandemic both in terms
of public health and eventual economic recovery

Masks
mask wearing
Please uphold
mask mandate
Masks being
required due to I feel that it is a small sacrifice to make in order for us all to get past COVID. Please do what is best for the
COVID
community and pass this for Sedgwick County.

I don’t believe we should be required to wear masks. I believe it should be a personal decision made by the
Special meeting individual. If they choose not to wear a mask they know the consequences and except the consequences. So
07/02
please leave the decision up to us on whether or not we wear the mask
COVID numbers are spiking in our county. If this continues, businesses will be closed, hospitals will be full, and
schools will not be able to safely restart in 6 short weeks. We must act NOW. Wearing a mask and slowing
transmission is hardly a violation of our rights, especially if it allows us the freedom to continue to do the
activities we want to do. Not only should the Commission support the Governor’s order, they should be the
biggest cheerleaders for a simple act that we must ALL do in order to get our community back on track and
Yes for masks
thrive again.
Mandatory
I vote NO to mandatory masks in Sedgwick County. I believe there are too many negative effects to wearing
Masks
masks, especially in 100°+ weather.

Wearing masks

Residents of Sedgwick county should be required to wear masks in public places or where social distancing is
not possible. Pleas opt in to governor Kelly’s executive order. It’s important to keep our residents safe!

Mask Mandate

Please do not adopt the governor's mask mandate. Contrary to others' belief the majority of people are
following social distancing and other measures. The other measures the Dr. Minns suggested should be
implemented but ordering people to wear masks is going too far. If social distancing is possible, masks should
not be required. The sports events with out-of-state teams and mass gatherings of any kind, including protests
of any kind should be restricted. Also, our hospitalization data (what we have) and deaths do not show spikes
that would require drastic measures.

Mandatory masks are infringing on my rights. If Sedgwick County requires mask wearing, I’ll shop in counties
who don’t require it. End of story.
We must wear masks in public in every State, no exceptions. This is the only way along with social distancing
that we will get a handle on this virus.
I am a resident of Wichita, and I support Governor Kelly's executive order requiring face masks in public. I feel
it is an easy alternative to shut downs which will further hurt our economy.

Lisa

Burger

rlburger65@gmail.com

Mask mandate

Kay

Hinnenkamp

kamp12@cox.net

Masks

Amy

Coltrane

calebandamyjo@gmail.com

Face Masks

Isabel

Vanlandingham

Terri

Jones

As a concerned citizen of the city of Wichita, I believe the only solution at this point to slow down and stop the
spread of coronavirus is to require everyone to wear masks when in public or at gatherings even if both are
Mandated
outdoors. A mask has and should have nothing to do with politics, this is a virus, this is a killer, and wearing a
Masks In the City mask is so simple and beneficial for everyone. In fact not wearing one at this point is selfish and reckless to the
izzevanlandingham@gmail.com of Wichita
general public. Thank you and please take these concerns into account.
Question is...if a person is infected or has antibodies to covid19 wouldnt fluids from the eyes be just as
infected as nose and mouth? I seen a lady just the other day in Walmart rubbing her eyes. If she did touch
anything like door handle or the bagging area wouldn't the droplets be transfered? I could understand wearing
Masks
mom76632@yahoo.com
a face shield more than I can a mask.

Robin

Bradley

rbradley20@cox.net

Mask mandate

Aaron

Stigall

aaroncoal@gmail.com

Leslie

Kinder

lesliekinder@excite.com

Mask opinion
mask
requirements

While I personally don't like wearing them what have we got to lose by doing for at least thr next 30 days? It's
obvious that the virus is not under control and we clearly cannot shutdown all businesses again. It's a very
small sacrifice that's being asked; just do it so we can all move forward with our lives.
I do not want to be forced to wear a mask. I believe encouraging it will be enough. Our state is not in such dire
straights that we need to take these measures. Thank you.
Please, commissioners, make masks mandatory. Please issue that order, today at your meeting.
Please show respect to medically vulnerable, who cannot simply isolate from everyone due to multigenerational households and family with jobs. The mask mandate includes plenty of exceptions to
accommodate those who feel they can’t wear masks for legitimate reasons. This is the best policy compromise
to protect both public health and the economy.
Masks should be mandatory!
We don't want masks! Please let things go back to normal.
Wearing a mask is the easiest way to show you care about other people. If you all vote against this mask
wearing mandate you are basically saying “I don’t care about keeping other people safe”. Is that the
community we want to live in? Wear the mask. It’s the easiest thing we can do.

Polly
Sara
Melissa

Wenzl
Rahbar
Huffman

Pollybasore@msn.com
saaranotsarah@yahoo.com
mnhuffman18@gmail.com

Please support
masks
Masks
masks

Gina

Pearce

Pearcegm@aol.com

Masks

sharon.brinks@yahoo.com

I am very much against the governor's order. This is a very sticky area & very much a slippery slope. While
health is the immediate issue, long term the issue becomes individual freedom of choice (ironic this is over 4th
of July weekend!) and whether elected representatives to the Kansas legislature are bypassed by one
individual. I am a business owner, and from that perspective I have made masks available to all my employees,
however my business is utilized by many low income people who probably will not have a ready made mask
Governor's mask available. BOTTOM LINE: If you are concerned about the virus, stay home, wash your hands, and let the rest of
requirement
us carry on, live our lives, and provide for our employees & families.

Sharon

Brinks

Tonya

Riepe

tonya.riepe@gmail.com

Any decision other than to uphold the Governor's mandate on requiring masks would be absolutely foolish. We
are the biggest and most population dense county in Kansas. We also have one of the highest poverty rates
and unisured rates. Keeping that percentage of the population safe should be an utmost priority. This decision
would also impact our kids being able to return to school next month. In person classes, even at part time
helps the community as a whole. Special needs children along with the mentioned above groups only get help
We need to wear by attending classes. The idea that a piece of cloth is too troublesome to deal with over the idea of actually
masks
saving lives would even be a debate is absolutely inhumane. Be a good example for once.

Susan

Davis

srdavis2004@gmail.com

Masks required

I am in favor of Masks being required and enforced

Mask
requirements

I wholeheartedly support the statewide mask order. I think it is a sensible way to try and avoid another
shutdown while allowing the economy to reopen. Unfortunately, from my experience, not enough people are
voluntarily choosing to protect others in public by wearing masks. You cannot stand back and say, "Our county
citizens are responsible to socially distance and do the right things." Evidence contradicts this.

Andrew

Tade

atade65@gmail.com

Teresa

Cansell

Teresa.cansell@gmail.com

Covid-19 and
masks

Amy

Herrera

juan.amyh@gmail.com

Support masks

Elaina

Johnson

t_clayton38@yahoo.com

Masks

Leslie

Davis

lesliesusandavis@gmail.com

Mask Order

K

Thomas

Kimannthomas@cox.net

Masks

Please, please don’t politicize science any more. Masks are absolutely necessary at this time and sadly, this
needs to be mandated and enforced. Being cavalier and careless about this is only going to result in more
tragedy, and we’ve had plenty of that already! It isn’t politics, it isn’t hurting our freedom, it’s simple and easy
and it will save lives. Please do the right thing this time!
Please support the mask mandate. We are staying home all we can but my husband has to work and go into
stores. We cannot effectively protect ourselves and our family unless other people are asked to protect us.
Most of the people I know have no intention of wearing masks unless it's the law. Refusing to respect public
health and safety because we're afraid of looking silly is SILLY.
Please don't take away our rights to decide what is best for our families.. You can make this highly suggested
but the people need to have a choice. A requirement is taking that away. I guarantee that high-risk individuals
will wear a mask and probably most people will. But if our right to choose is gone, it opens the door for other
rights to be taken. Please consider this.
Please enforce the mandatory mask order - we are already seeing rising case numbers... we do not want
another complete shutdown! It is a minor inconvenience with a big payoff!
Please mandate wearing face masks. That may be the only way we can get our kids back in school to learn as
they should. Please don’t make wearing face masks political. It is all about health and well being of our
citizens. Thx.

jmfarha@gmail.com

Masks

I completely support wearing masks in public. It has to be mandated because the county commission was
irresponsible in the reopening of the state by not clearly stating and heavily publicizing steps to stop/slow the
spread. You falsely led us to believe it was safe to do whatever we want. Our economy will never recover if we
don’t slow the spread NOW! You have a chance to do what’s right. It won’t repair the damage your past
decisions in this pandemic caused but it hopefully will move us in the right direction.

matthileo@gmail.com

This mask order is minimally invasive, only minorly inconvenient, and yet we know from actual research and
testing that masks are an incredibly effective way to slow or prevent the spread of COVID 19. To not
implement a public mask mandate, when our case numbers have resumed their rapid upward climb, is
massively irresponsible at best. It's in the best interest of Sedgwick County, and of Kansas, that this order be
State Wide Mask supported and enforced hear, so that people can continue to go about their lives safely, and we can slow this
Order
disease to a crawl while more permanent solutions are worked on.

Joan

William Matthew

Farha

Katzenberger

Karen

Minter

karenminter1945@gmail.com

Masks

Mary Beth

Winter

wintersix6@gmail.com

Masks

Why would we NOT wear masks in public? Please support Governor Kelly's Mandate. She is only trying to
save lives and protect those people who think the Pandemic is blown out of proportion or a hoax from
themselves and infecting others. Personally, I value my life and the lives of others. Yes, it's inconvenient, but
who cares! Take your responsibility as Commissioners seriously and quit being political!
We should not be forced to wear a mask. Most are social distancing and therefore it shouldn’t matter. Those
that aren’t, won’t wear a mask anyway.

chaseclynch@gmail.com

Face Mask Rule
SHOULD be
enforedwd

I care about our community and the only way to have every member fight together is with the enforcement of
the face mask policy. It protects vulnerable members of our community and everyone else as well. If our public
officials continue to state they won’t follow the rules set forth by the governor then their constituents will
folllow suit. If we don’t enforce this rule and have a massive outbreak in Wichita, the blood will be on your
hands as our leaders in the community as you stand idly by.

sugarfooteats@gmail.com

Support the
MASK
requirement for As someone whose mother had Covid and I saw the suffering, it is SHOCKING that you aren't supporting the
Haysville/Clearw mask requirement. Without masks, the economy also suffering as people won't feel safe to go out and spend
ater/SW Wichita money. Do the right thing, Michael.

Chase

Julie

Clynch

Everett

Medical professionals recommend wearing masks to help slow the spread. Please follow the Governor's
mandate so we can protect our vulnerable citizens. Empathy for our fellow humans should be a no-brainer.
Wearing a mask is a public health issue, like wearing a shirt or shoes in a restaurant. That is not an
infringement of anyone's rights—it is to keep everyone safe. Wearing a mask is an inconvenience at worst. Not
wearing a mask can lead to more cases, more illness, and closing the city all over again. Which are you willing
to put up with? A personal inconvenience or a crippled economy? Wear a mask.

kaitlynjbrown10@gmail.com

Let's Protect
Ourselves

Braun

smlacey@yahoo.com

I strongly encourage our commissioners to support a face mask requirement/ordinance. While I'm sure we
would all prefer not to wear face masks, it is a small thing that we can each do to keep our community safe and
Special Meeting our economy open. Failure to take effective action to slow the spread of COVID is likely to result in many more
7/2 Re: Face
lives lost and the need for another shutdown which would devastate our local economy further. Wearing a
Masks
mask is a small inconvenience when compared with the alternative.

David

Bonfiglio

Vanessa

Whalen

Commission
action on
Governors
davidbonfiglio@me.com
Executive Order I beg and explore you to support and not oppose or limit the Executive Order.
I am a psychotherapist and am eager to return to in-person work. I am in full support of the mask order, as I
vlwhalen@counselingwichita.co
see it as the only way to regain our lost ground regarding the virus, and thus, the only way to maintain an open
m
Mask order
economy safely and responsibly.

Kaitlyn

Shannon

Chad

Brown

Childs

chadachilds@yahoo.com

COVID

Follow Dr. Minns's advice and restrict large groups of people coming into SGCO, restrict restaurants and shops
to 50% capacity, and promote masks in public. I'm in David Dennis's 3rd Dist. I recommend Comm. O'Donnell
offer an explanation and public apology for his misleading poll on Facebook. 2/3 of people voting in his poll
supported Gov. Kelly's order, even with his inflammatory language. He deleted the results from his page.

Jerusha

Lofland

Jerusha@lofland.net

Randy

Burnett

rab4269@yahoo.com

Masks!
Mask
Requirement

Jacob

Weston

jacob.westonks@gmail

Mask order

Please, please, for the love of humanity and the chance to get a lid on this so schools can open this year,
enforce the Governor’s very reasonable mandate!
Please do not enforce the Governors mask order in Sedgwick County. We should only base the decision off of
a substantial increase in hospital rates related to COVID.
I would like to see the County continue to allow businesses and individuals to decide if masks are right for
them. If Sedgwick County has the ability to opt out of Gov. Kelly's order, I would like to see that happen. Thank
you for your time.

gracefarha@gmail.com

Mask Mandate

I believe, and the science shows, that masks are the ONLY help we have to slow the spread at the moment.
Until we have a treatment or vaccine, we must put our community first and require masks in all public spaces,
including religious facilities. If we are to keep from shutting down again, we need to take every action possible
to be open safely - this means masks. Please vote to keep the mandate in place!

Grace

Farha

Kyle

Van Kooten

kylevankooten@gmail.com

I urge you to adopt the executive order regarding the use of face coverings in public places. This mandate is in
line with the guidance of our county’s health officer. It is unfortunate to see so much misinformation
circulating regarding their use, but the scientific data exists to back their effectiveness. However, as you likely
know, they are only truly effective at limiting the spread of COVID-19 if there is widespread usage. This order
Please support will encourage their use, and this is critical to keeping Sedgwick county open. We can’t afford another mass
face coverings in shutdown of our economy, and face coverings are a very easy and readily available way to help prevent the
public places
need for another shutdown. Please support this order and keep our county safe and open.

Jennifer

Parga

Jenniferparga@att.net

Mask
requirement

bacapirate@gmail.com

My name is Bruce Blank, and I am a resident in Sedgwick county. As my wife and I are at high risk due to our
age the issue of mask wearing in public boils down to basic survival. I should not have to put our lives on the
line whenever we need to get groceries due to the thoughtless actions of a minority hostile to public health
concerns. The data is clear: as long as Covid19 cases continue to escalate in our county, the commissioners
have a duty to protect the public trust - and that means following the recommendations of our local health
Mandatory mask officials. To do otherwise is endangering public health. We strongly urge all commissioners to place safety
for public
ahead of a very minor inconvenience and vote for mandatory masks in public. Thank you.

Bruce

Blank

Kristine Kaye

Alexander

Only1kaye@gmail.com

Masks On

Kimberly

Moore

ksscubagirl@cox.net

Masks

JAMES

POETKER

JIM.POETKER@GMAIL.COM

Masks

We Must require a mask in as many settings as possible so that we can keep the economy open and so that
schools can possibly open. We lowered the rate when we were on lockdown. Science should lead the way!!!

I am sad to say, based on what I have seen from this commission, I do not believe most of you will listen to the
health experts or follow the Governor's order. However, I am going to keep faith that at least some of you will
listen to reason and protect the residents of Sedgwick County by upholding the order of mandatory masks for
the safety of all residents. My mask protects you from me and me from you. Science has proven that masks
reduce the spread of this virus. While you have forced this community wide open and put us all at risk by
rushing through the phases without meeting any of the gating requirements, I would hope you would at the
least take this step to protect us in the process. If not, our numbers will continue to rise.
As a respiratory therapist and a Master of public health graduate, I feel that the requirement to wear masks in
public places should be strongly enforced to reduce the spread of Covid 19.
Science doesn't lie. Mandate face coverings in Sedgwick County and we'll all feel safer and get back to full
business sooner.

Donna

Rebecca
James

Andrew

Sherry
Sharon

Jones

Poetker
Helmick

McMillin

Grady
Bauer

Donna.jones4817@gmail.com

Please uphold Governor Kelly's mandatory mask orders. I will even go do far as to ask that they are even
enforced. I am immuno-compromised and have been sheltering at home because I can't be sure that people
will be wearing a mask and even completely disregarding social distancing. A large amount of people have
Governor's
proven that, left to their own choices, they will not do what is best for the community as a whole but only be
mandatory mask concerned for what makes them as individuals feel good. Masks are proven tools for controlling this pandemic.
orders
Please, let's do the right thing and use them.

becky_poetker@outlook.com
jlhelmick1@gmail.com

Masks
Mask

Requiring face masks in all public places is the smart thing to do. We need to get control of this now, so that
kids will be able to go to school in the fall. If public spread is not stopped schools will have to remain closed
and many children will not have enough food to eat. Parents will not be able to work, because they depend on
the school for help with child care. This has a major impact on or economy. Wearing masks now, and making
other smart decisions will help in the not to distant future.
I support Gov. Kelly's mandate for requiring masks in public.

Mcmillinandrew@yahoo.com

I urge the Sedgwick County Commission to support Kelly’s mask mandate. Stop the partisan politics, especially
Commissioner O’Donnell, whose constituents largely agree with the mandate yet he won’t hear them. If you
want all businesses to remain open and as we need schools to Reopen in the fall so that parents can get back
to business, mandating masks is another tool in the toolbox we can use to limit the spread of COVID 19. Albeit
not a cure all, it can help stem the increase in transmission along with distancing and hand washing. Support it.
Mandatory Mask Enough is enough. You’re not public health officials, but you should start listening to Dr. Minns. Stay in your
Mandate
lane and do your job. You men should be ashamed and embarrassed of how you’ve behaved.

gradysherry@icloud.com
Stephenson747@gmail.com

Please support Governor Kelly's mandatory mask order. Listen to your health officials, ask the business owners
who recently had to re-close their businesses. Most of all - STOP POLITICIZING THIS SERIOUS HEALTH ISSUE. It
Support the
is the simplest step that can be taken to slow and eventually stop the spread of COVID 19. If Sedgwick county
Governor's Mask continues with this ridiculous push back, the economic toll will worsen as well as the COVID case load. Man up
and do the right thing - protect the citizens of this county.
Order
Masks
Wear them!! Stop the spread of Covid

Casey
Terry

Renfro
weatherson

crenfro@gmail.com
tweatherson@sbcglobal.net

Claire

Meredith

clmered@aol.com

Kay

Carroll

giradeau@gmail.com

We’ve recently seen the number of COVID-19 cases spike in the area. I am writing in support of the mask
order, and I encourage the county to follow the order without relaxation to protect the health of the citizens of
the county. I know there is concern about government overreach. We have seen how leaving mask wearing to
State Mask
choice has worked over the last month: it hasn’t. It’s now time to take one more step to protect the people
Order - EO 20-52 who have taken the virus seriously from those who haven’t. Thank you for your time and service to the county.
Masks
Masks are going to be necessary in public places. Be smart
Masks should be required all all shopping, public indoor events and indoor restaurants venues. We have to
Requiring Masks stop the spread NOW so we don't have to shut down the businesses again.!

Masks in Public

The number of CD19 infections are rising in Sg Co. As one of the vulnerable ones, at age 80, with compromised
immune system I urge you to make wearing a mask in public a necessity, not a choice. I choose to try to protect
others, always wear my mask. Why don't you choose to do the same? Please do not be indifferent to my safety
and the safety of everyone to whom you are responsible.

Alicia

Looney

Alicia.looney@gmail.com

Gabrielle

Orth

gabrielleorth25@gmail.com

Billie

Fredholm

pwgi_inc@yahoo.com

Nicole

VanNatta

County Health
Officer
Recommendatio
ns
Mandatory
Masks

Please vote to adopt Dr. Minns’s recommendations for masking, restaurant capacity, and out of state travel.
Numbers are showing that some ZIP codes in Wichita have quadrupled their Covid counts, and several new
clusters were found this week. I don’t want the economy to close again, but I do want to keep as many people
safe as possible.

Fully support a mandatory mask order.
I strongly support Gov. Kelly’s mask ordinance. I feel strongly that it should be enforced, especially for
Mask Ordinance businesses.

nicole.e.vannatta+concern@gm
ail.com
Mask Order

I support Gov. Kelly's order to require face masks in public. I encourage the commissioners to vote to uphold
this order and launch a public awareness campaign to encourage citizens to wear masks, and on proper mask
placement. This measure can help businesses remain open while mitigating the COVID-19 risks. If this measure
is not enacted, businesses will likely have to close as our numbers increase.

Abigail

Arthur

abbyarthur@gmail.com

This is to urge the commissioners to not override the Governor's mask order. As someone with acompromised
immune system due to multiple health conditions, my health is at risk when others don't wear masks. I do
wear a mask and I agree that it is my choice to go out in public. However, I work in an essential business so I
do go to work. My family wears masks when they go out to buy groceries and go to work but they need
protection too because the risk is great if they come home and infect me. It is clear from the data that
Governor's Mask reopening the county was hasty and the virus is now spreading rapidly. The commissioners have a
Order
responsibility to protect the health of those of us who live and work in Sedgwick county.

Lou Ann
regina

Robertson
austin-fresh

robertson_lou@yahoo.com
gaustinfresh@sbcglobal.net

Masks
masks

kaitlin.e.thomp@gmail.com

I think enforcing a public mask policy is the absolute best move, and vital to keeping another lockdown from
happening. I don’t know why it’s so difficult to wear a mask. I don’t know why caring about other people is a
Required masks political issue that needs to be discussed. Wear a mask. Don’t overturn the governor’s orders.

joy.darrah@att.net

As a physician I strongly support requiring that masks be worn in public gatherings where adequate social
distancing cannot be maintained. This is necessary for individual and public safety. As our local leaders, this is
Requiring masks your opportunity to help with public education in this ongoing pandemic and to help keep our local business
in public
community functioning without further interruption.

Kaitlin

Carol

Brandy

Christi

Myers

Darrah

Meyers

Kidd

I support Gov. Kelly's mandatory mask order because it's an efficient way to prevent transmission of Covid-19.
PLEASE mandate that we all wear masks in public places!

I fully support mandating masks in Sedgwick County to reduce community transmission. Michael O'Donnell your poll showed 60% support this - too bad you took down that info since it didn't fit your agenda.

bmeyers820@gmail.com

Mask Order

Kiddland@gmail.com

It has come to my attention that in all likelihood we will be held hostage to Governor Kelly’s mask mandate, at
least over the holiday weekend due to her playing politics and not presenting her full order until sometime
today leaving our commissioners with little time to review and vote before the weekend. I find this
unacceptable. We want you to represent us and defend our liberty. The very fact that she does this the week
of Independence Day is a slap in the face to all of those who’ve fought for liberty and freedom in this country.
You need to meet and do something now! We do not need a mask mandate in our county and especially not
Mask mandates one that becomes effective the day before Independence Day.

Anne
Ron

Welsbacher
Schauf

awelsbacher@gmail.com
ronschauf@gmail.comr

Jeffrey

Usher

jausher54@gmail.com

Masks Yes
Mask Mandate
Wearing Masks
should be
required

I strongly support Gov. Kelly's mandate for Kansans to wear masks. We all got used to wearing seatbelts and
submitting to airport searches. The only difference here is much higher stakes, the needless deaths of 10s of
thousands of Americans.
I support Gov Kelly's requirement that masks be worn in public.

I urge you to support Governor Kelly's mask order to protect the residents of Sedgwick County.

Heather
Nancy

Gaugler
Zavala

Ann
Susan

Patterson
Bowers

Becky
Jason

Frischenmeyer
Taylor

Brian

Sellers

Christopher

Grogan

I would encourage you to consider standing behind the govenor's mandate on masks for Sedgwick Co. As a
nurse practitioner that works with geriatric clients, I am terrified what will happen to my patient population if
COVID19 continues to spread through our community. There is sufficient evidence from medical and scientific
community that masks work to slow the spread of COVID19. Are they 100% effective against the virus, no, but
mandatory
we know that masks do slow the spread. This is NOT POLITICAL but unfortunately it was become political. We
heathergaugler@sbcglobal.net masks
must be smart and listen to the evidence.
nnzavala@icloud.com
Masks
I support Gov Kelly’s mask policy. I live in District 4.
Please vote to require masks. I can make dozens of arguments for it. As a business owner, this makes sense.
People won't go out if they don't feel safe. If you can spend $80,000 for additional body space for the
Iseeoz@gmail.com
Masks
morgue, vote for the masks.
Boscherbowers@gmail.com
Masks
I fully support the Governors mask mandate. Please insure that our county is safe.
When you start messing with people's health and their money, you are toast. We will be done with all of you, if
you vote no on masks. You are simply sheeple, following your 'fearless maskless leader', the idiot in the WH.
You guys are
O'Donnell, we will particularly gun for you at election time.... we are sick of you people not protecting us. It's
beckyfrischenmeyer@gmail.com toast
your choice. History is watching you....
jetaylor@gmail.com
Masks yes.
Please, people, wear a mask.
Is it true that this Board is thinking of going against proven science and attempt to override the Governor's
Mask wear to
mask wear mandate? Do you not understand how Hong Kong, South Korea, Japan, and others have basically
preven t spread skipped the pandemic via wearing masks in public? How dense and selfish do you have to be to not 'get it',
bigbura40@yahoo.com
of virus
masks save lives.
I believe that it is our civic duty to wear masks to keep those who are more susceptible to this virus safe.
Wearing a mask in public is truly the least you could ask of anyone. It is a sad to see how easily inconvenienced
grgn_chrs@yahoo.com
Masks
we all can be.

Reusser

PLEASE do not agree with the mandate for people to wear masks whenever we are out. We have been
mandated long enough and there is no definitive agreement that they work that well. I have an issue with
morninggloryinkansas@yahoo.c
wearing one and it will make it difficult to accomplish anything if our county goes wit it. I realize that this is
om
Regarding masks certainly a divided issue, but if I were able to vote, I vote NO MASKS. Thank you.

Elizabeth

Daniel

Molina

dmolina86@outlook.com

Courtney

Perry

courtneyaperry@gmail.com

Hello, My name is Daniel Molina, and I am a resident of downtown Wichita. I feel we should continue to follow
the directions of the CDC and encourage as much mask use as possible. Even enforcing a mask requirement in
public places and enclosed areas would be more beneficial than what is currently being practiced. This is not
the time to think of the political ramifications of taking action. There will be backlash regardless of whatever
decision you make, but taking the correct action will save lives. Thank you for taking the time to read this.

The Public
Wearing of
Masks
Requirement to
wear masks in
public
Please keep this law. Do not overturn it. We need masks worn in public so school will not be online again.

Masking in
public
Masks
Masks

I would like the mask order enforced for the safety of the public. Police can ticket for not wearing a seatbelt,
they should be required to do so for not wearing a mask
I’m ok with a recommendation but oppose a requirement!
I disagree with the mask requirement for Wichita.

Masks
Support For
Mask
Requirements

I strongly oppose the mask requirement for our community. Please do not let this happen to our citizens.

Clint
Bob
Jacob

Westbrook
Atkinson
Crabb

clwestbr@gmail.com
Dsr.racer@yahoo.com
crabbtile@hotmail.com

Monica

Crabb

monicacrabb@hotmail.com

Zachary

Dry

zacharydry@gmail.com

Damon

Stephens

Damon.stephens47@yahoo.com Masks

Ruthann

Farley

Babyruth519@gmail.com

Mask

Toi

Kuhn

tts432462@yahoo.com

Face Mask

I support the requirement to wear a mask. Rumor is the commission wants to overturn the requirement.
Please do not.
I work in food retail. I have to be at work. My wife is immune compromised, please make people wear masks.
It's not hard, it's no different than a seat belt law
Please stop making yourselves look like medical professionals when it comes to the debate of masks. Until you
have watched people die from severe respiratory distress- be quiet.
Please keep the Governor's order for face masks in public in tact. It's a way to keep people protected and
businesses open while protecting the public.

Masks

Mandate masks in public! Unless we conquer this thing, it will only get worse as has happened since Sedgwick
Co. decided to do away with all restrictions. Please help to keep us safe. Shirts and shoes are required in most
businesses, so what's wrong with masks for safety. It's rally a life or death issue.

masks, etc.
masks

I think the commissioners need to acknowledge the truth about COVID 19 and use science to reduce the
spread of the disease. It's clear that they opened the economy too quickly - the numbers prove it.
Don't force us to wear masks...should be a choice. I don't have money for that crap

Patricia

Laur
Nicolas

Ciotti

McFall
Farinas

plci48@hotmail.com

mcfall.kelly@att.net
Nick.farinas@gmail.com

Lindsey
Thisath

Bevans
Don

Lindsey.motley@gmail.com
nisitha501@gmail.com

EO public
masking
Wear masks

Cathy

Erbert

Cathylerbert@gmail.com

Masks

Connie
Renee

Davis
Eberle

conniedavis91@gmail.com
re5string@gmail.com

Mask mandate
Mask order

I do not agree with EO for public masking! This is America where I have a CHOICE and I feel this EO is
unconstitutional! I can be and have been practicing social distancing in public. I hate hate hate the public
masking! I get that we need to wear them in hospitals where there are compromised immune systems but I
strong strongly disagree that this decision was made that impacts everyone! And again, we had no voice in this
matter! I am an American! I have rights and you are taking them away!
Wearing masks will help reduce spread
I encourage the board to please uphold the governor’s mandate in masks. I am in my late 60’s and have been
asking many friends that age their opinions on masks too. We all agree we have been discouraged by the lack
of masks and feel at risk at grocery stores, hardware stores, etc. Wearing a mask right now is about doing
something good for the community and fellow citizens. I’m not sure why this is a bad thing! Please consider
the vulnerable people in our community! We are not going out to eat or leisure shopping but we need to not
feel at risk when we need to buy groceries or pick up an item for a home repair! Please uphold the mask
mandate!
I would urge the county commission to let the mask mandate from Governor Kelly stand. It is scientifically
proven that universal masking severely limits the spread of the virus. If we want our businesses to remain
open, and our children to attend school in person, and sports to be played, masking will pave the way for those
activities. The lower our case numbers, the more freedom we have. If cases surge, as they are now, the more
restricted we will be. This is not political, we should all be united against the virus, not bickering with each
other over proven science. For the health, safety and vibrancy of our community, please let the mask mandate
stand.
I 100% support Gov Kelly's mask order and hope you will too.

Please follow Governor Kelly’s mask mandate! It’s such an easy way to help keep everyone safer which will in
turn help our economy. Masks should not be politicized. Listen to the medical expert please. These are our
lives which should not be a debate among county commissioners.
As a citizen of sedgwick co. I would like to state I oppose the required facemask order. Please reconsider and
vote against making it mandatory. It contradicts many experts in medical science, and should be an individual
decision. Decisions should be based on local data and researched vigorously and not be based in politics, snd
given end dates. Thank you— Michael Ware, Wichita
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Leave the mask requirements in place people are dying for Christ's sake.
Masks should be Kansas has the opportunity to continue to save lives and protect our economy. If there is anything that we can
required
do as a society and our people, there should be no hesitation.
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I would like to share that I am in support of the governor's executive order mandating masks in public. It is a
simple way to help protect others while still allowing for open businesses and activities. Commissioners, you
shared at your meeting to decide how to reopen that you thought it would be detrimental if we were to have
to shut down again. This is an easy way to help prevent that from happening. As a young person with a lung
disorder, an enforced mask mandate also allows me more freedom to go out into the community. My parents,
who are in their late sixties and reside in Derby, one of whom has cancer, will also benefit from a mask
Masks Mandate mandate. Masks do not cause harm, but they can significantly help.
And more, if we want any hope at giving our children a chance at returning to school with some normalcy. The
We Need Masks peer reviewed research is there and quite frankly, it's obvious.

